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CROMWELL'S DAY 1988 

TEMPERED STEEL: THE MAKING OF OLIVE~ 
CROMWELL 

by John Morrill . 

Cromwell's letter to Mrs St John in 1638 in which he spoke of his 
conversion experience is often quoted. But let me begin with one of the 
less frequently quoted parts of the letter: 'I live (you know where) in 
Mesheck, which they say signifies prolonging, in Kedar, which signifies 
blackness: yet the Lord foresaketh me not. Though He do prolong, yet He 
will (I trust) bring me to His tabernacle, to His resting place. My soul is 
with the congregation of the firstborn, my body rests in hope, and if here I 
may honour my God by doing or by suffering, I shall be most glad.' 

The whole letter is a collage of biblical allusion - the above passage 
alone drawing on four Books of the Old Testament and two of Paul's 
epistles. Mesheck was the wilderness to the north of Israel, home only to 
bandits and thieves; Kedar was the land of the Gideonites, a desert fit only 
for scorpions. Cromwell was not likening Ely to a wasteland. He was 
describing the world he had created for himself, his mental and spiritual 
landscape. Yet God had called him to be of the congregation (elect) of the 
firstborn (Christ). It was a classic account of a Protestant conversion 
experience. For those who knew their Bibles, it was a vivid evocation of the 
loving God who redeemed individuals despite, not because of, their nature 
and their acts. It reminds us that Oliver Cromwell was first and foremost a 
deeply committed Protestant Christian. 

I want to concentrate today on the phrase 'I may honour my God either 
by doing or by suffering.' We know much about Cromwell's doing. He was 
a man of action and of achievement. We honour him today because of his 
achievements and his witness. From the moment when, in the summer of 
1642, before the phoney war turned to the clash of arms, he seized the 
plate of the Cambridge Colleges to prevent it being sent to help the king to 
raise an army, he stood out from the majority. He was a man who shaped 
events rather that being pushed around by them. As a soldier, as a 
statesman, as a man of Faith and vision who sought to build God's 
Kingdom here on earth, his dominance of his age is unequalled in English 
history. There are profound and disturbing paradoxes in his abuses of the 
rules of law and in his disregard for civil liberties which were the undertow 
of his desperate attempts to turn men and women from the flesh to the 
spirit, to own their Christian unity through obedience to Christ. It is 
possible to take different views on how admirable Cromwell was; but it is, 
in my view, absurd not to revere his ip.tegrity, his incorruptibility, his 
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humility before God that saved him from the corrosive egotism that has 
destroyed the soul as well as the judgment of most other low-born men 
thrust into absolute power by seismic upheavals in historic progress. 

Cromwell honoured God in his 'doings' from his forty-third year on. But 
for the earlier and longer part of his adult life, he served God not as 
governor but as governed. I will suggest he honoured God first and 
foremost in his suffering. I want to argue that we know rather more than 
w_e thought we knew about the mental and spiritual trials that prepared 
him for the life of doing. The Faith that sustained him through the battles 
of the 1640s and the tribulations of the 1650s had been tempered in the 
frre. · 

Cromwell's sufferings were, as far as we know, principally mental ones. 
We have no evidence of acute physical disorders. He knew the keen pain 
of bereavement, as did almost all his contemporaries. At the height of his 
adolescence, 0 liver lost his father. But more traumatic was the death of his 
own eldest son at the age of fourteen. The pain he felt registers in the 
recalling of both in the wonderful letter of condolence Cromwell wrote to 
Valentine Walton in 1644 and, much later at the end of his life, when he 
referred to the psalms that had sustained him through the trauma of his 
son's death. But more generally, it seems to me his whole manhood was a 
time of acute stress and uncertainty, culminatu;g in what would appear to 
be a great personal crisis in the years 1630 and 1631. • 
. This crisis was .at once material, social and spiritual. It ended a period of 
mexorable fmancial pressure which left him unable to sustain the lifestyle 
of a leisured gentleman; it saw his honour and sense of himself as a 
respe~ted and respon~ible member of his local community in ruins; and it 
saw him betrayed by his old mentor and teacher the Puritan town lecturer 
of Huntingdon, Thomas Beard. In what may ~ell have been a mood of 
bitte~ bet~ay.al and depression, Oliver sold up and moved with his family to 
rebmld his hfe as a yeoman farmer at St Ives. From the depths of despair 
and from this crisis of i~entity, he was to rise to greatness. But that fall may 
have been the wellsprmg of self-knowledge which kept him humble in 
power. 

Oli~er C~omwell was the eldest son of a younger son of a knight. In a 
world m which wealth and status passed by primogeniture, this made his 
social standing curiously ambivalent. His father, who was one of eleven 
children, had to provide for six daughters as well as to hand on an 
inheritance to Oliver. By 1630, Oliver already had five children. His 
grandfat~er had an income of perhaps £3,000 per annum and two 
substantial manor houses, a subsidiary one deep in the Cambridgeshire fen 
at Ramsay, and a main house at Hinchingbrooke half a mile outside 
H~ntingdon. This main house was a favourite lodging for James I, who 
enjoyed the local hunting. Oliver's father, being a younger son, was given 
an estate just sufficient to sustain his status as a gentleman - £300 per 
annum - and a house formerly a religious house within the borough of 
Huntingdon. By the time he had provided for his daughters, he could only 
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hand on an estate to his one surviving son worth £100 per annum. By th~ 
late 1620s, Oliver's tax assessment was £4 in bonis, calculated on the capital 
value of his goods, whereas all true gentry were assessed in terris, on the 
annual returns from their freehold lands. What was sustainiJ1g the~illusion 
of gentility in his downwardly spiralling household were ties with many of · 
the leading families of East Anglia. Oliver seems to have remained in touch 
with so.me of his extensive cousinage in the region. But his standing was 
most enhanced by his close connection with the great House , of 
Hinchingbrooke. There is no evidence that he played a leading part in the 
government of the borough after his return there from his university and 
legal training in 1621. But his uncle's influence appears to have been 
responsible for his return to parliament as MP for the borough in 1628. It 
proved to be a false dawn. At the very time that the election was held, his 
uncle, unable to meet interest payments on accumulated debts, was selling 
up at Hinchingbrooke and moving to· his subsidiary seat twenty-five miles 
further north. Oliver lost the patronage of the main branch of his family. 
Hinchingbrooke passed to Sidney Montagu, brother of the 1st Earl of 
Manchester, formerly Lord Treasurer, and still a powerful figure in the 
royal household. Sidney himself was a Master in the Court of Requests. 
Not for the last time in his career, Oliver was to find himself locked in 
conflict with the Montagus. 

If Oliver's financi~ and social position can be shown to have been 
wobbly in 1628, his religious position is less clear. He was brought up in a 
godly household and educated by two strict Protestant disciplinarians, 
Thomas Beard at the local grammar school and Samuel Ward in 
Cambridge. Most of the early biographers and the testimony of Cromwell's 
letter to Mrs St J oho speak of a dissolute period in adolescence and early 
manhood, a rebellion against a strict upbringing, perhaps. No evidence of 
his religious practice or thoughts survives for the period before 1630 except 
for reports of a speech he made in parliament in 1629. This was a defence 
of Thomas Beard's attempts to counteract the Arminian preaching of one 
Dr Alabaster, for which Beard had been censured by Bishop Neale of 
Winchester, doyen of the new theological school. There seems no doubt 
that this speech proceeded from a personal concern with the spread of 
English popery rather than a formal MP's concern for a constituent (Beard 
was now minister and preacher at All Saints church in Huntingdon). 
Whatever loyalty Cromwell was expressing to his former teacher was soon 
to be thrown back at him. A spiritual crisis may well soon have been added 
to the social one. 

In 1630, the leading figures in Huntingdon asked the crown to replace 
its existing charter with a new one. Instead of government by two annually 
chosen bailiffs and common councilmen, the new charter introduced a 
small permanent executive body of aldermen (who were named within the 
charter). These men were to serve for life and were to fill vacancies as they 
arose by recruiting to themselves. There was to be a mayor chosen annually 
by the freemen, but from amongst the senior aldermen. We do not know 
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for sure what led to the demand for the new charter; but two factors seem 
likely to have been at work. One was the arrival .of the Montagus at 
Hinchingbrooke, with their· smart London lawyers, who took one look at 
the antiquated charter and advised that the borough bring itself up to date 
with a ·new, efficient system of government. The second factor was 
probably the terrible mess which the borough had recently got itself into 
over the Fishbourne bequest. A wealthy London mercer, Andrew 
Fishbourne, who had been born in St Mary's parish in Huntingdon, had left 
£2,000 in his will to buy lands, the rents on which were to be used to 
support charities in his home town. The Mercers' Company had enlisted 
the help of the borough in setting up the Fishbourne Charity, but there had 
been gross inefficiencies and delays. It had taken three years to buy the 
land, and after the town had appeared to be clear in its mind how it wanted 
the money spent - £60 p.a. to buy stock to put the able bodied poor on 
work, £40 p.a. to support a town preacher - dissension had broken out, and 
the company had received a petition from some townsmen asking that all 
the money be spent on the poor. Once the Company had decided to stick 
by the original plan, there was a further hitch. The town, strongly backed 
by the Montagus, wanted the £40 preacher's stipend to be given to Thomas 
Beard, still rather poorly paid for his work at All Saints. The Company 
overruled the request. Fishbourne had been born in St Mary's parish; and 
the bequest was to do something new and exciting. A second lectureship in 
the subsidiary parish, and worth more than Beard's, was set up. If the town 
needed teaching that its local government was ineffectual and outdated, 
this dismal failure was it. 

Unfortunately, we have no idea what Oliver's view of the Fishbourne 
bequest was. But we have a sworn affidavit that he supported the petition 
for the new charter and was happy with the form of government it · 
contained. His famous denunciation of the new charter and accusations 
against the recorder and the first mayor appear. to have nothing to do with 
a precocious concern with the denial of the freemen's democratic rights. 
His outbursts followed the discovery that he had not been named as an 
alderman. It seems likely that - failing to realise how far his position rested 
upon his uncle's standing - he had no sense of how vulnerable his position 
was. From being elected as the town's MP in 1628, he found himself, in 
1630, probably for ever, excluded from the government of the town. His 
appointment as JP for the borough was no compensation: given the 
jurisdiction accorded to the mayor's court in the charter, there was nothing 
for the borough JPs to do but stop dogs barking in the night. If his 
exclusion from the corporation meant sipping a cup of wormwood and gall, 
the consequences of his bitter outburst involved downing the very dregs. 
He was reported to the Privy Council, summonsed to London, imprisoned 
for six days, subject to a (not unbiased) report from the ·Earl of 
Manchester, and forced into a humiliating apology. His honour taken from 
him, his standing in the town damaged beyond recall, his family no longer 
close by to aid him, Oliver had one more kick in the teeth to ~me to terms 
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with. The man who swore out the affidavit of his compliance with the 
demand for a new charter was none other than Thomas Beard. 

Cromwell responded by selling up in Huntingdon and moving to St Ives, 
where he took out a tenancy and lived as a working farmer for the next six 
years. Like many another member of a cadet branch of the gentry in the 
century before the civil war, he had joined the ranks of the yeomanry. It is 
my supposition that the profoundly traumatising events of 1630-1 are what 
called forth from him the spiritual and personal response that was to be the 
basis for his future greatness. 

After five years as a grazier in St Ives, Cromwell inherited the business 
interests of his mother's brother. He became, in effect, an estate manager 
for some substantial holdings of the dean and chapter of Ely, including the 
tithes of the city parishes. He also undertook to administer some of the 
estates of two Cambridge Colleges in the Ely area. Altogether, his income 
appears to have risen to about £300 p.a. In the subsidy roll of 1641 he was 
assessed at £6 in terris, a significant advance on his position in the 1620s. 
But it still left him far short of the £1,000 p.a. minimum to aspire to be a 
commissioner of the peace or other prominent local governor; he was still 
not a holder of freehold land; and he was still a townsman rathe<r than the 
owner of a country manor house. 

There is no evidence that Cromwell was prominent in opposing any of 
the crown's policies in the 1630s. He paid his Ship Money year after year, 
as he had paid his forced loan in 1627. There is no reason to doubt that he 
shared the anger and frustration of the great majority at Charles I's 
high-handed policies. He certainly sought reform of civil as well as 
ecclesiastical government in 1641. But he was not one of those willing to 
challenge the government by acts of civil disobedience. Only once did he 
reappear in the records of central government. This was when he was 
reported to have taken the side of the commoners in their dispute with the 
fen drainers. What he is reported to have done is to have promised the 
commoners that he would act on their behalf in tying up the drainers by 
legal proceedings· in the Court of Chancery in exchange for their paying 
him for his troubles. There is nothing here to suggest that he was opposed 
to the drainage in principle; nor that he advocated illegal action; nor that 
he condoned violence. It is possible that the whole thing was a business 
venture, a cynical way of making money out of the dispute. It is more likely 
that he sympathised with the improving aims of the drainers, but not with 
their greed in pursuing these aims, and that he saw a way of using his 
knowledge of the obfuscations of legal process to benefit himself and the 
victims of the drainers' greed. At any rate, this concern spilled over in 1641 
into another confrontation with the Montagus. Again, it was the means not 
the principle of land amelioration that got him involved. It is important not 
to exaggerate his precocious commitment to libertarian causes. 

Such evidence as we have suggests that it was the religious policy of the 
government which most moved him. In the early days of the Long 
Parliament most of his speeches and most of his motions were concerned 
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with attacking episcopal government and rehabilitating. the victims of the 
Laudian regime. He took up the causes of Dr Leight~m and, more 
remarkably, John Lilburne, two of those savagely punished by Star 
Chamber for their anti-Laudian publishing. He actively promoted the root 
and branch petition for the abolition . of the existing system o~ church 
government. He quickly became an active member of k~y commtttees on 
ecclesiastical reform. By contrast, he played no part m the attack on 
Strafford the attack on the conciliar courts, the dismantling of the 
prerogati~e revenues and so on. H~ was ~spec~a:lly concerned. wi!h the 
ungagging of godly preachers .. This fits ~ with the mo.st . s1gmficant 
fragment of evidence of his public concerns m the 1630s. This is the let~er 
to a Mr Storie which he wrote in 1636. This letter concerns the fmancial 
support which Storie and his friends were giving a preach~~ ca:lled 'Dr 
Welles'. It is clear from the letter that Cromwell was wntmg about a 
lecturer in post in his neighbourhood. It is also clear that Mr Storie, 
together with others named in the letter, were members of the Mercers' 
Company of London, and that Cromwell had other links with the Company 
(its records show that he visited it, together with the prominent Lon.don 
merchant and future MP, William Spurstow, in early 1640). The obVIous 
conclusion is that Dr Welles was connected with the Fishbourne 
Lectureship in Huntingdon. But a thorough analysis of the Huntingdon 
borough and Mercers' Company records rules this out. The true identity ?f 
the Dr Welles has yet to be discovered. What the letter does reveal 1s 
Cromwell's bitterness about the state of the church and the harassment of 
the godly by heretical bishops. As he put it: 'It is a piteous thing to see a 
lecture fall [when it is] in the hands of so many able and godly men as I am 
persuaded the founders of this are, ~ these times, wher~in they ar,e 
suppressed with too much haste and Vlol~nce by the enemies of. G?d s 
truth. Far be it that so much guilt should stick to your hands, who hve m a 
city [London] so renowned for the clear shining light of the gospel.' 

This godliness reinforced the kinship ties to his better- c.o.nn~cted 
cousinage. His letter to Mrs St John reveals not only a fam1hanty of 
acquaintance; it suggests ties of service and gratitude. There is a .cle~r 
suggestion that it was through the good offices of the St John~ that Ol~ver s 
son had gained a free place at Felsted school, a notable Puritan semmary 
founded by the Rich family, Earls of Warwick. Cromwell's ties with Essex 
Puritan families are elusive but tangible; he had boarded with the dowager 
Lady Barrington in his London days, and see.ms through her to hav~ ~et 
his wife, the daughter of a London fur trader ~ the process of estabhshu~g 
himself amongst the Essex gentry. There are glimpses of the Cromwells m 
the Barrington family correspondence, and several radical Puritan clergy 
associated with Cromwell in the 1640s were part of the 
Warwick/Barrington circle in the 1630s. If we want to explain Cromwell's 
rise within the army of the Eastern Association when that was led by 
Edward Montagu, 2nd Earl of Manchester, the answer might lie in support 
from the Earl of Warwick, Manchester's father-in-law. 
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The links are elusive. Perhaps they were slight. But one more thing 
points to Cromwell having friends in high places who were furthering his 
career in the 1630s. The city of Cambridge had, over the previous 150 years 
at least, only returned two types of men to serve as burgesses in 
parliament: the first was a long-serving member of the corporation 
(including the recorder); the other was a nominee of the town's high 
steward. Cromwell was neither. (The high steward in 1640, Laud's ally, Sir 
John Finch, was the last man in England who would have done Cromwell a 
favour; and we know whom he did nominate). The return of Oliver 
Cromwell, a man of such humble circumstances, limited administrative 
experience, and no local standing is a major puzzle. Local reeords afford 
no clues. It is unlikely that strings were pulled. The most credible 
speculation is that Cromwell was elected, despite his humble 
circumstances, because of the patronage he could bring to the town. In 
1640, the city had a heap of grievances against the university. The most 
11$eful patron they could have had would be the elder brother of the 
°;fiversity's chancellor, someone to keep the chancellor quiet: the 

~
cq=c~~r was the Earl of Holland and his elder brother was the Earl of 

Evidence is far too sparse for comfort. But it is a possibility that 
C omwell's work on behalf of preachers like Dr Welles was not simply on 
hi own account: that as part of a new life put together after the crisis of 
1630-1, as part of his commitment to the godly cause that had quickened in 
hi~ in his hour of distress, he took up a position as assistant patronage 
mapager to one of the groups helping godly preachers in the 1630s. This 
wof.d help to explain his role in the Long Parliament, his rapid promotion 
witllin the parliamentary counsels and his emergence as a leader of that 
cau~e. . 

I ~ave tried to avoid hagiography. Cromwell in my view owed his escape 
from obscurity to the indulgence of great men who found him a useful 
instr'ument. But I would suggest that they used him (until he became more 
pow¢rful than they were themselves) because of the personal qualities they 
observed in him. Cromwell's personal crisis came in 1630: his public crisis 
came in the summer of 1642 when he detained the waggon train of 
Cambridge silver. At a time when most men were dithering, deferring 
decis~ons, Cromwell acted. He showed himself a man willing to stand up 
and be counted; a man driven by Faith not ambition; a man who combined 
the ability to speak for gentry values and to articulate the values and 
concerns of the middling sort, the more earthy, practical unpretentious 
concerns of the farmer and tradesman. He was a man with a vision of 
Christian liberty, of the freedom for each individual to hear and respond to 
the challenge of the gospel clearly expounded. This was at the very centre 
of his peing. Such a yearning was full of contradictions and confusions. 
What was to be done when liberty ran to license? Cromwell never fully 
faced up to such tensions and difficulties. But he never abandoned his 
quest. As a visionary who sought to teach his fellow men and women that 
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the benefits of freedom came from the abandonment of self-interest and 
obedience to the revealed will of God, and as a man of humble background 
whose humility in power shines through to us today, he deserv~s our 
respect and remembrance in our prayers. 

THE BATTLE OF WORCESTER AND THE 
CAREER OF OLIVER CROMWELL 

by Stephen Roberts 

No place outside his native East Anglia held more symbolism for Oliver 
Cromwell than Worcester. The defeat of Charles Stuart and the Scots ~as 
chosen as a symbol even before the battle was fou~t. C?n th~t occasion, 
Cromwell's tendency to act impulsively after delaymg mordmately w~s 
nowhere in evidence. At Worcester, the Lord General marshalled his 
superior forces (27,000 against 15,000) with great care,. ~d h~ld off from 
an engagement until 3 September, even thou~h a declSlve V1Ctory ~ould 
probably have been achieved a day or two earlie~. Here a myth was.m the 
making with deliberation. Much has been wntten of the doctrme of 
providence, the mode of thought common ~ong the_godl}'. of seventee1:1th 
century England that victory in private affarrs or public busm~ss was a sign 
of God's favour. You could, of course, create your own ProV1dences, a~ an 
agent of the Lord, and there is every indication that that was what Oliver 
was about at Worcester. Worcester fight took place exa~tly a year after 
another signal victory, at Dunbar. If there can. be such a thing_ as a planned 
coincidence, this was it: Oliver had worked with - wrestled with - God for 
a sign of His mercy. 

Cromwell's letter to Speaker Lenthall the day after the b~t~le dra~s out 
the rich symbolism of the event. It was ~~r~ than a military V1ctoiy, 
however decisive it was likely to prove. The militia had _Played a V1tal role m 
the engagement. These successors to the amateur!sh, even laughable 
trained bands of volunteers could not normally be relied upon to perform 
adequately: they were, for one thing,_ normall~ under the control. of the 
gentry, who were in this part of the Midlands disaff~cte.d fr_om parlian;ie~t. 
Their supportive role at Worcester was perhaps~ mdi~ahon of~ shift m 
popular consent towards the Commonwealth. Oliver did n<;>t wait to test 
God's mercies in the matter: the militia were sent home with thanks for 
their efforts. . h. . · 

Cromwell ended his despatch with an exhortation that t e V1ctory 
should 'not occasion pride and wantonness ... but that the fear of the Lord 
... may keep an Authority and a people so prospered and bl~ssed and 
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'witn.essed unto, humble and faithful.' There was a warning here for 
parliament. 

The symbolism o~ Wor~ster ~a~ to be enriched over the next two years, 
but other~ noted an unmediate significance or chronological aptness about 
th~ occasion. '!?e preacher Hugh Peter, debriefing troops on the day that 
Oliver. was wntmg to Lenthall, spoke in Shakespearian terms to them, as 
Ant?ma F~aser has noted. In a reference to the skirmish at Powick Bridge, 
a mile or so south of Worcester, in the opening months of the war Hugh 
Peter sp<?ke of W~rceste~ 'whe!e England's troubles began and whe~e they 
are happily_ e?ded. ~ven 1gnormg the rank Anglocentricity of the phrase, it 
seems susp1c1o~sly literary for a contemporary comment. But something of 
t~e s?rt w_as said, no doubt. ~~e point is that this was an event which the 
wmmn~ side at least was willing to· become redolent with providential 
symbolism. Colonel John Jones, writing from Dublin a week after the 
battle, ?oted that the Scots had been destroyed 'not in a blow (which might 
be ascnbed to chance by those that have noe other God to attribute to) but 
in a series of successes.' The favourable odds were expanded . and 
explained as an index of popular support: 'The Lord General had 40 000 
men come to him.' ' 

For Oliver, the battle was undoubtedly a high water mark in his 
self-confidence. For the Rump it was a welcome·success after the anxieties 
and del?r~ssions of the previous two years and more; the official day of 
th~sgivmg was observed with enthusiasm. Parliament cheerfully 
acqwesced, perhaps even created, a cult of Oliver Cromwell. The Lord 
General was voted an extra £4,000 a year and from then on was quite 
without rival as a political leader. 

More. importantly than anything, the battle of Worcester raised the 
e~pectations ?f those who saw something special about God's relationship 
with the English people. Cromwell was not alone in drawing the lesson that 
remarkable .success at Worcester meant God's favour on the parliament 
and the nation as well as on the army. The radical sects took great heart 
from the event, and there was an upsurge of activity among them. The 
Quakers emerged as ~ group of e?ormous proselytising energy in the 
post-Worcester euphona, not least m the towns of Worcestershire: 1652 
was a high point in radical activity. 

The !>igger leader, Gerrard Winstanley, was another who expected 
gr~at thmgs aft~r the battle. Normally ~c~ptical of authority and power, 
Wmstanley dedicated the summary of his ideas, the ,Law of Freedom in a 
Platfonn, to the Lord General in November 1651, two months after 
:Worcester. Cromwell, decl~es W~stanley, is the head of a chosen people: 
9od hath honoured you with the highest honour of any man since Moses's 

time, to be t.he head of a p~ople who have cast out an oppressing Pharoah.' 
But the Digger makes it clear that he expects this privilege to be 
ackn?wledged by Cromwell in a. lev~lling reformation: 'that which is yet 
wantmg o? yo~r part to be done is this, to see the oppressor's power to be 
cast out with his person: and to see that the free possession of the land and 
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liberties be put into the hands of the oppressed commoners of England ... 
You have the eyes of the people all the land over, nay I think I may say all 
neighbouring nations over, waiting to see what you ~11. ~o.' So even the 
Digger of St George's Hill was attracted to th~ potentialities of the cult of 
Cromwell. · . . 

As we look back on it now from a privileged position of hindsight, we 
can easily say the honeymoon was bound to ~e sho~tlived. The tale of 
Cromwell's disillusionment with the Rump Parliament is well known to all 
of us. Reform of the law and of the church begun but not pursued, the 
failure to renew the Commission for the Propogation of the Gospel in 
Wales when it came up for review in spring 1653, and fmally the debacle 
over the elections for a new parliament. As Cromwell embarked on the 
dissolution of the Rump and the summoning of the Nominated Assembly, 
the myth of Worcester was at its most effective. (I use the word myth here 
not in the pejorative sense of meaning simply a fabrication, but in the sense 
ofa many-layered story whose fascination lies in its moral truth.) 

It was in his speech to the Nominated Assembly on 4 July 1653 t~at 
Oliver Cromwell made best use of the myth of Worcester. The battle had 
now become God's 'marvellous salvation.' The element of caution in 
Oliver's 'for aught I know ... a crowning mercy' after the battle itself had 
gone. The history was now clear. God had intervened in Scotland and 
Ireland and at Worcester had 'finished these troubles.' God's appearance 
at Worcester justified expelling the Rump, which 'would never answer 
those ends which God, his people and the whole nation expected from 
them.' 

And yet the reserved doubt of that phrase 'for aught I know' had been 
well-placed. Within a year, the Lord Pro~ector's identification o~ the 
English people as the chosen of God had given way to a more restncted 
definition of the Cause: in the Protectorate much more narrowly defined as 
the government and the army. One of the beauties of Worcester Fight had 
been that the militia - the people - had been made 'so willing to the · 
defence' of the nation. After 1653 this symbolism became much less apt. 

It almost goes without saying that what we have been discussing is the 
development of an idea, not describing anything which had to do with the 
City of Worcester during the Commonwealth. The royalist city was 
devastated by the battle; it was still being rebuilt in the 1670s, as the Hearth 
Tax collector's book shows. The city government was in abeyance from 
1651 to 1652· the city quarter sessions voted £300 on poor relief during the 
latter year. 'The interregnum was for Worcester itself a period of 
reconstruction and slow recovery; the city records bear eloquent and 
poignant testimony to the human cost of the battle, in reference to mass 
burials and poor relief schemes. Yet ahnost as a post script to this story, 
Worcester again offered a workshop in which the self-image of the godly 
could be refashioned. 

During the regime of the Major Generals, Worcestershire and the 
Welsh counties, excepting some in the south, were under the supervision of 
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James Berry, a former clerk in an iron foundry, a friend of Richard Baxter 
and a co-draftsman of the Instrument of Government. He made 
Shrewsbury his headquarters and from there made excursions into Wales 
and along the Marches. James.Berry was in Worcester - the gateway to 
Wales - at th~ end of 1655 and m March and April 1656. It was on his first 
visit to the city that Berry questioned Vavasor Powell. 

Po":ell has bee.n ~escribed as having 'the bitterest tongue and the most 
~ynamic I?ers~nality m the annals of Welsh Puritanism', 'uncompromising', 
urepress1ble . He represented a full flowering of the millenarian strand in 

Puritan thought, and was interviewed by Berry in an effort to take the heat 
out of what the government suspected to be a millenarian foment against 
the .Protector~te. The Welsh Marches had become a breeding-ground for 
radical .sectaries; Powell and the mystic, Morgan Llwyd, had been active 
fro?J. Flint ~o Monmouth ~ven before the war. Berry and Thurloe knew of a 
pet~hon which had been CITculating in Wales since the inception of the new 
regime. At the Worcester meeting, Powell denied that he and his friends 
":anted to °;lake tr~mble; they intended to publish their petition to 
discharge theu consciences. It was a conciliatory meeting. Powell preached 
four. sermons on one Sunday at four separate Worcester churches and 

· drew large congregations. Berry remained suspicious and thought he 
detected 'the hand of Joab' in the yet unseen petition. Joab, you will, I am 
sure, recall, put words into the mouth of the wise woman of Tekoah· Berry 
clearly thought Powell had manufactured the manifesto. ' 
. In the following month, A Word For God was published with 322 

signatures, and ":a? a comprehensive indictment of the Protectorate. 
Heavy taxes, political corruption, the ill-conceived Western Design 
authoritarian rule, the elevation of the cult of Cromwell - all themes late; 
to be de~eloped by opponents of the Protector - filled its pages. God had 
turn~d his back on.Cromwell's followers: 'We withdraw, and desire all the 
C?od s people to withdraw, from these men as those that are guilty of the 
sms of the later days, and that have left following the Lord.' Vavasor 
P?~ell was immediately arrested, though soon released. Berry had 
m1.s1ud!?ed the preacher, and had lost the opportunity at Worcester to 
brmg him round. 

In fact, the Worcester encounter had precipitated the launch of A Word 
For God, which gave other critics a prototype. Henry Vane's A Healing 
Qz:estion_ Propounded. of 1656 argued, as had Powell and the Welsh 
rmllenar1ans, that pnvate gain was the rot which had attended the 
Pro!ectorat.e .. Similar arguments. were rehearsed by a broad spectrum of 
Puntan oplillon. Indeed, as Blarr Worden has shown, Cromwell himself 
was ready to agonise over whether his was the sin of Achan. Achan had 
taken 'a goodly Babylonian garment, and two hundred shekels of silver 
'; his secr~t sin b.rought l~rael into disfavour with God, and was o~iy 
cleansed with the n!u~ stonmg of Achan ~the valley of Achor. [1] 

At the end of his life Cromwell read time and again Psalm 71 which 
speaks 9f the psalmist's eneinies who 'lay wait for my soul [and] take 
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counsel together, saying, God hath forsaken him: persecute and take hi~; 
for there is none to deliver him.' The Psalm goes. on to reassert G?d s 
mercies and strength towards those who lean on HIID; at the end, Oliver 
Cromwell was assured of grace. Among his last known w?rds wer~ those 
from the Epistle to the Hebrews, another text of sI?e~1al meanmg. for 
someone trying to make sense of history. For. a Calvimst, J:Iebre\Vs is. ~ 
meditation on God's new covenant with the Samts. As Gaqnel Jos1p?vic1 
has recently written, the Epistle is 'the most profoU;nd and sustamed 
exploration in the Bible of "now'' to "then" ... it as~ us to understand the 
relation of what has gone before to what comes. after. [2] . . 

So Oliver was left to reinterpret the meanmg of the years of political 
and military struggle. Worcester as the pla~e \Vhere Engl~d's troubles 
began and ended is an unlikely construction. It has, I think, a mo~e 
plausible identity as a location where a view of the world w~s nurt~re? m 
1651 and blasted in 1655. It can never be a parliamentary 1:-1ttle G1d.dmg: 
no ghosts of the Cromwellian spirit can be raised here. The city was faithful 
to another cause, and for the shoppers thronging t~e High Street .today, the 
only memory of the Lord General which may possibly have suTVIved is t~e 
eighteenth century story that Oliv~r's head is pinne? by the. ~ars over .th.e 
Guildhall door.[3] The best histonan of Worcester m the-c1~l war, Wilhs 
Bund, writing at the turn of this century, recounted a .story !o d~ustra~~ the 
transience of popular remembrance of the ba!tle, m which Wor<:;ester~ 
Fight' had become a memorable bare-knuckle pnze fight at the racecourse · 
in early Victorian times. . , . . . 

But the history of Worcester Fight s ?igmficance does deserve 
commemoration. It testifies to the power of ideas to move pe?pl~s. and 
societies: a greater power than that at the disposal of flawed md1vidual 
human beings. 

1. 'Oliver Cromwell and the Sin of Achan' ~n D. Beales and G. Best 
(eds.), History, Society and the Churches (Cambndge, 1985~. . . 
2. R. Alter and F. Kermode (eds.), The Literary Guide to the Bzble 
(London, 1987), p. 504. 
3. The Worcester people being hurt full sore sir, . 

Nailed Cromwell's head by the ears above the town-hall sir, 
Heigh-ho what will they do? 
They're always fmding something new.' . 
Recalled by John Noake in Notes and Queries for Worcestershire, 1856. 
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MARCHAMONT NEDHAM'S LATIN VERSES ON 
CROMWELL 

by Leo Miller 

Marchamont Nedham is best known as the creative and mercurial 
journaµst who swung fro.m side to side during the Interregnum, and who 
for a time. was a cl?se fnend of John Milton, thereby acquiring a kind of 
refle~ted unmortality. No poet, he nevertheless did publish rhymes in 
English doggerel. He may have been compelled to compose Latin verses at 
school and at O:xfo~d, where he took his bachelor's degree, but he appears 
not to h:ive contnbuted any to the customary university volumes of 
presentation verses. 

There was no reason, therefore, for those few historians who have read 
the surviving weekly issues of his Mercurius Politicus to suspect that the 
u~signed verses, casually headed "This Latin Epigram was made upon his 
Highness's entertainment in the City'', in his issue number 92, February 
9-161653/4, page 3270 were composed by Nedham. [1] · 

.In the Nied:rsachsiches Staatsarchiv, Oldenburg, Germany, there is a 
pnnted broadside copy of the same verses, perhaps a unique copy now 
e"!ant.. This singl: sheet was brought back. home by Oldenburgh envoys 
Fnednch Matthias W olzogen von Missingdorf and Christopher 
Gryphiander returning from a diplomatic mission to Cromwell and for 330 
years i! has slept in among their volu~nous hand-scribbled papers. The 
broadside text closely matches that m Mercurius Politicus with one 
addition. It is signed at the end: 'M.N.' [2] ' 

It ~ould ~ppear that Nedham, whose name does not appear in 
Mercunus Politzcus, perhaps for s?me good reason, circulated these verses 
elsewhere, to some small degree, identified only by his initials. [3] 

These vers<:s were written for a particular gala occasion. When 
Cro~w~ll ~et himself up ~s Protecto~, after the dismissal of the Rump and 
the disrupb~n of the Nominat<:d Parliament, the local powers in the City of 
London decided to offer a major gesture of support. To this end the Lord 
Mayor, Aldermen and the liveried companies invited the new Lord 
Protector and his Council to a lavish reception and banquet at Grocers' 
Hall on 8 .Februa~ 1653/~. The event afforded Cromwell an opportunity to 
make ~ Impres~ive public appearance on parade, and to reciprocate by 
conferrmg a knighthood on Sir Thomas Vyner, the Lord Mayor. As 
reported by Mercurius Politicus, number 91, 2-9 February 1653/4 page 
2361: ' 

An entertainment was given to his Highness the Lord Protector in a 
very magnificent manner,. by the C:ity of London. His Highness being 
very n<_>bly attended by his Council and the Officers of the Army, his 
own· Life-guard, and many persons of honor, was met by the Lord 
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Mayor and the Aldermen his brethren at Temple-Bar, where his Highness 
alightihg out of his Coach, took horse. The Recorder presented th~ sense 
and duty of the City in an eloquent Speech; the Streets were ~ailed all 
along from the Temple with Seats (wherein sate all the Comparues of the 
City in their Livery- ~o~) as far as ~rocers H:"I, which was the place 
appointed to Feast his Highness. Bemg come m, the Recorder made 
another Speech (but more brief) to let ~is Highness understand how hap~y 
the City were in the enjoyment of his Person .. After he had don~, ~s 
Highness having retired himself awhile above stairs, came down. to dme m 
the great Hall, where he sate in the middle of a long Table,_ his Son the 
Lord Henry on the left hand, and the Lord Mayor on the _nght, and on 
each side of them the Council, with General Monk, C?~sary Gen~ral 
Whalley, and Mr. Claypoole, ~aster o~ the H?rse to his Highness, bemg 
entertained (besides Cheare) with Musick, V?ices, ~rums and Trumpets. 
After this his Highness was conducted up stairs agam, by my Lor~ May~r, 
to a noble Banquet. This being done, his Highn~ss d~parted, bei1?-g plaid 
out by Hoboys and other loud Musick. .In all w~ch _this famo_us City have 
by these solemn expressions of affection to his highness given a good 
example to the rest of the Nation, being sensible of the great benefits they 
are like to enjoy under his Protection and Government.[4] 

Nedham's Latin verses follow, with my English translati<;m after: 
IN AUGUST ALIA/ Excellentissimi Domini & Principis I OLIVARII, I 

D. PROTECTORIS Reipub. Angliae, Scotiae, & Hibemiae &c. I Summa 
cum magnificentia celebrata LONDINI; Auspiciis Dom. PRAETORIS, I 
SENATUS, & totius Civitatis Londinensis, Februarii 8, 1653/4. 

Barbara Caesareae sileant Magnalia Romae, 
Caesar adest melior, Sidus ut orbe novum. 
Caesare major adest, quia noluit esse: Coronam 
Arripiant aliis; Se potuisse sat est. 
Caesar at alter erit, si quid praesagia possint, 
Cum petet igne tuos, Roma profana,. d<:os: 
Hine mihi & omen erit, tua jam capitolia posse 
Scandere, & hinc Britico subdere colla jugo, 
Quod sic tricipites potuit cicurare Tyrannos; 
Dein tremit Italici trina coronalovis. 

Erige te nostro, Regina Brita~ni~, ponto . 
Auspice CROMWELLO, poruto Jura mari; 
Caeruleos accerse deos, & Naiadas omnes 
In Thamesin, totus concinat inde chorus. 
Tuque agesis, NOVA TROIA, novos simul indue vultus, 
Serta struas tanto Principe digna volo. . 
Corda hominum quaerit qui tot Diademata sprevtt; 
VOS, & non media pegmata celsa via. . 
Secum adfert Laurus, spoliataque sceptra Tyranru, 
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Et Libertatis magna trophaea dedit. 
Nunc primum Cives estis, qui Regibus olim 
Servi, ut Concives discite fraena pati: 
Non audit victor Miles, sed Fascibus arma, 
Legibus & motet, sumit & inde Togam. 
Sic quae nuper erat rudis indigestaque moles, 
Quam dixere Chaos, jam novus orbis erit; 
Protinus ad primum remeabunt omnia punctum, 
Sanctus eritque Plato magnus Apollo mihi; 
Aurea Saturni referetque Platonicus Annus 
Secula; cum aeternus solibus Annus est. 

M.N. 

On the Festive Honours I to the Most Distinguished Lord and Principal 
I Oliver I Lord Protector of the Commonwealth of England, Scotland, 
Ireland, Etc., I Celebrated with the greatest magnificence at London, 
under the Auspices of the Lord Mayor, I Council and all of the City of 
London, 8 February, 1653/4. 

Silent be the barbarian shows of Caesar's Rome, 
A better Caesar is come, as a new star in the sky. 
Greater than Caesar he, choosing no Caesar to be. 
A crown others may grasp; enough for him, that he could. 
But a second Caesar shall he be, if aught may be foreknown, 
When in fire he assails your gods, unholy Rome. 
This shall be my sign, that now to your citadels he can 
Ascend, and bend your neck to the British yoke, 
As he was able to humble the three-headed tyrants; 
So trembles the triple tiara of Italic Jove. 

Arise, 0 Queen Britannia, upon our sea, 
Neath Cromwell's ensign, give laws to the wave. 
Summon the deities of the blue, and all the Naiads, 
To Thames, let all join in the choral song. 
And you, New Troy, lead on, a new glow on your cheek, 
I bid you twine garlands fitting so great a leader. 
He who spurns three diadems wins the hearts of men; 
Wins YOU, and a lofty stage, by no middle way, 
Himself he brings the laurel, and sceptres stripped from the tyrant, 
And bestows these great trophies of liberty. 
First now be citizens, you who, time was, bore 
The bit, as slaves to kings, now learn as fellow-citizens. 
The soldier, victor, hears no clash of arms, exchanged 
For civil mace and civil laws, the civil toga now assumes. 
So what was late a formless and confused mass, 
Which was Chaos called, shall now a new world be. 
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And shall return straight to the starting point, 
And venerable Plato shall be great Apollo to me. 
The Platonic Year shall bring back Saturn's 
Great Age: the timeless year move on with the suns.[5] 

Seven years later, in April 1661, Nedham, o~ce again t~i~ming his sails 
to the shifting winds, signed a doggrel broadside, The Cztzes Feast to the 
Lord Protector, poking fun at Vyner's knighting and the rest of that 
episode. On 18 June 1661 Charles II created Vyner a baronet. 

1. W.C. Abbott, The Writings and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell, III, 192, 
notices the Latin epigram, without comment. It is not mentioned in Joseph 
Frank's 1980 biography of Nedham, Cromwell's Press Agent. I have checked 
out many other Englishmen of that time with the initials 'N.M.', but none is 
a likely candidate for the authorship. . . 
2. This broadside copy came to light in the Staatsarchiv, Best, 20, Tit. 38, 
No. 83, fasc. 3, when I was delving into documents there for my John 
Milton and the Oldenburg Safeguard (1985). 
3. For Nedham's anonymity in Mercurius Politicus, see the letter of James 
Wainwright to Richard Bradshaw, 17 November 1654: 'I shall_ now as to 
Parliament refer you to Mr Needham, whom I met at Westmmster,_ ~nd 
well remembered you. I never knew him to be the man, for all your wntmg, 
that he was politicious [sic] till now'. H.M.C., Sixth Report (1875), p. 438. 
4. Other contemporary accounts stress the pomp and pageantry in 
colourful detail, but disagree on the state of public opinion. John Evelyn 
wrote in his diary for 8 February, 'In Contradiction to all Custome & 
decency, the Usurper Cromwell feasted at the L. Majors on 
Ash-Wednesday, riding in Tiumph [sic] through the City.' Lorenzo 
Paolucci Venetian envoy, in his report emphasised the absence of 
enthusia~m among the street bystanders who viewed the procession, 
Calendar of State Papers Venetian, XXIX (1653-4), 184-5. 
5. Line 1 echoes the first line of Martial's De Spectaculis Liber and there 
are other echoes of classical Roman literature. A new star: the nova of 
1572 was still being argued by the proponents of the Ptolemaic and 
Copernican systems. Lines 3, 4 and 17 approve Cromwell's refusal to. take 
the title of king. Lines 6-10 refer to Cromwell's efforts to create an alliance 
of Protestant states. Lines 11-12 refer to the peace negotiations then 
ending war with the Dutch, who had failed to nullify the Navigation Act of 
October 1651, and also to Nedham's translation of John Selden's Mare 
Clausum. Line 23, Toga and civil insignia: until December 1653 Cromwell's 
official title was Lord General, so that Protector was his first civilian title. 
As MP in the Long Parliament and as a member of the Council of State in 
the Commonwealth, he had been nominally equal to any other member. 
On the Oldenburg broadside copy, the word 'Excellentissimi' had been 
struck through in ink and replaced by the handwritten 'Serenissimi'. 

[The author's 1985 study, John Milton and the Oldenburg Safeguard 
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(Lowenthal Press, New York, $45), unscrambled the mass of confused 
almost illegible letters and journals written by the Oldenburg diplomat: 
Hermann Mylius, during a nine month mission to Lon.don in 1651-2. 
W?rking from Mylius's own papers and additional English material, Mr 
Miller traces the · course of this mission, through to its successful 
CC?nclusion. ~ven more interesting, perhaps, Mylius was in close contact 
with J?hn, M1.lton, !he Commo.m~·ealth's Secretary for Foreign Tongues, 
and Miller s d1scuss10n of the ID1ss1on leads to a detailed reconsideration of 
Milton's role and status in government at this time. This fine volume the 
fruit of meticulous research, will be of great interest to all students of john 
Milton and of government and diplomacy during the Interregnum. 

Peter Gaunt] 

OLIVER CROMWELL: AN INTERPRETATION* 

by B. Gordon Blackwood 

This article is not another biography of Oliver Cromwell, but is 
concerned with Cromwell as a soldier regicide, anti-Leveller, 
anti-Irishman, military dictator and Puritan. ' 

Cromwell the soldier 

In his article on 'Generalship in the First Civil War', the late Lt-Col. 
Burne wrote that 'I place Sir Thomas Fairfax first by a short head, Prince 
~upert second, and Cromwell a bad third.' [1] I would agree with this 
Judgment. Howeve:r, we mus~ rem.ember tha! both Fairfax and Rupert had 
fought .as professional soldiers m the Thuty Years War, in the Low 
C?~tnes an~ Germany respectively. By contrast, Cromwell had had no 
m1h.tary expenenc~ w~en, aged 43, the English civil war began. So what he 
achieved as a soldier 1s all the more remarkable. Cromwell was neither a 
great st~ategist nor a great tactician, but he had two essential qualities 
needed m a general - he knew how to inspire men in action, and he knew 
how to ~ho.ose good soldie~s, especially officers. He picked good officers 
by appomtmg and promotmg them for their religious zeal and military 
efficiency. ' 
. Fir.st let us deal ~th rel~gious zeal. After the battle of Edgehill in 1642 -
m which Cromwell s part 1s obscure - he wrote to John Hampden saying 
that parliament's defeat, or at least lack of victory was due to the fact that 
' ' your t~oops are most of them old decayed serving men, and tapsters and 
such kind of fellows, and ... their [royalist] troops are gentlemen's sons, 
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younger sons, persons of quality ... You must get men of a spirit ... that is 
like to go as far as a gentleman will go; or else ... you will be beaten still.' 
[2] By 'men of spirit' Cromwell meant Puritans, believing that a moral 
fervour must be matched against the chivalry of England. In 1642 and 1643 
Cromwell recruited soldiers for the cavalry of the Eastern Association and 
Richard Baxter, a Puritan army chaplain, noted that 'he took a special care 
to get religious men into his Troop.'[3] Bulstrode Whitelock, a 
parliamentary lawyer, said that Cromwell's cavalry regiment of 'Ironsides' 
consisted mostly of 'freeholders and freeholders sons . . . who upon a 
matter of [religious] conscience, engaged in the quarrel.' [4] Cromwell 
himself believed that 'a few honest men are better than numbers' and that 
'if you choose godly honest men to be captains of horse, honest men will 
follow them.'[5] Since Cromwell had 'a lovely company [of] ... honest, 
sober Christians'[6], it is hardly surprising that they marched or rode into 
battle singing psalms, believing that God was on their side, and that they 
were not only parliament's but also God's army. No wonder they were so 
courageous and fought so well. 

Cromwell's troops also fought well because they were chosen for their 
military efficiency. Promotion by merit we take for granted today, but in 
the hierarchical society of mid seventeenth century England this was new. 
Social status generally decided appointment and promotion. In 1642 
parliament's first list of twenty infantry colonels included ten peers and 
four knights, the other six being gentlemen.[7] However, the exigencies of 
civil war, forced both parliamentarians and royalists to appoint and 
promote officers on their merits.[8] Cromwell (and the Earl of. 
Manchester) believed in promotion by ability as early as 1643. In that year 
the Suffolk committee of the Eastern Association objected that Cromwell 
had appointed Ralph Margery of Walsham-le-Willows, believed to be a· 
yeoman's and not a gentleman's son, to a captaincy of horse. Cromwell's 
famous reply was: 'I had rather have a plain russet-coated captain that . 
knows what he fights for, and loves what he knows, than that which you call 
"a gentleman" and is nothing else. I honour a gentleman that is so indeed!' 
Cromwell also said: 'it had been well that men of honour and birth had 
entered into these employments [as officers], but why do they not appear? 
Who would have hindered them? But seeing it was necessary the work 
must go on, better plain men than none.'[9] It was because Cromwell chose 
his officers for their military ability and politico-religious zeal rather than 
for their social status that he was largely responsible for parliament's major 
victories at Marston Moor, Preston, Dunbar and Worcester.[10] 

Cromwell also triumphed because he knew how to inspire men in battle, 
the best example perhaps being the battle of Dunbar, not far from 
Edinburgh. This was indeed Cromwell's greatest victory, for he was up 
against not only the superb Scottish general David Leslie, but also vastly 
superior numbers. Cromwell and his army were hemmed in between the 
sea and the Scots on top of a low hill. The Scots grew tired of waiting and 
moved down the hill. Cromwell won against the odds, which he specified in 
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his letter to Speaker William Lenthall: 'the enemy's numbers were'very 
great; ... about six thousand horse, and sixteen thousand foot at least; ours 
drawn down, as to sound men, to about seven thousand five hundred foot, 
and three thousand five hundred horse.' Yet though outnumbered by two 
to one, the enemy 'were ... made by the Lord of Hosts as stubble to their 
[parliament's] swords.' Cromwell inspired his men with the war-cry 'the 
Lord of Hosts' from Psalm 46. Also, before pursuing the Scots, Cromwell 
halted his men and sang Psalm 117. Such religious acts by Cromwell must 
have put courage into the hearts of his 'godly' soldiers. No wonder about 
3000 Scots were killed and 10,000 taken prisoner, and that under twenty 
Englishmen died.[11] 

Cromwell the regicide 

That Cromwell was a regicide is undeniable. But when and why did he 
become one, and with how much enthusiasm? During the first civil war 
Cromwell is alleged to have remarked 'if the king chanced to be in the 
body of the enemy that he was to charge, he would as soo1,1 discharge his 
pistol upon him as at any other private person.'[12] It is most unlikely that 
Cromwell ever said this. Moreover, there is not a shred of evidence that he 
was ever a republican during the first civil war. Like most of those taking 
up arms against Charles I, Cromwell wished merely to restrain the king 
from acting arbitrarily and to reform the Church of England on Puritan 
lines. Indeed, just after the end of the first civil war, Cromwell considered 
that the restoration of the monarchy was essential to the stability of 
property and the social order.[13] Moreover, during the Putney debates of 
1647 the agitators in the parliamentary army condemned Cromwell and 
Ireton for trying to negotiate with the king.[14] What apparently made 
Cromwell change his mind was the second civil war of 1648, started by 
Charles I. 

Charles I was the author of his own fate. He was thoroughly deceitful 
and untrustworthy. In December 1647 he persuaded the Scots to change 
sides and they invaded England in 1648, supported by royalist uprisings in 
South Wales, Kent and Essex. This hardened parliamentarian attitudes. 
Those who had supported the king in the first civil war were fined 
afterwards by their victorious enemies, but after the second civil war 
royalists were put on trial and executed. Good examples are Sir Charles 
Lucas and Sir George Lisle after the siege of Colchester. Charles I wa~ 
therefore not the only one who suffered this fate. Parliament's New Model 
Army thought that those who tried to reopen the war in 1648 were 
attempting to overturn a victory for which God had been responsible. 
Royalists participating in the second civil war were committing sacrilege. 
Cromwell apparently shared this view, judging by a letter he wrote on 20 
November 1648 to Robert Jenner and John Ashe.[15] 

Cromwell was definitely converted to regicide by December 1648. Once 
he had made up his mind, once God had spoken and there was no 
alternative to regicide - a 'cruel necessity' - Cromwell took a leading part in 
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Charles I's judicial murder. 'We will cut off ~s head with t?~ crowne upon 
it' he remarked.[16] Cromwell's enthusiasm for regicide was now 
b~undless. He and Henry Marten jokingly inked each other's faces af!er 
signing the death warrant.[17] The fact that Cromwell's name appears .third 
among the fifty-nine signatures on this warrai;it - below th:it of President 
Bradshaw and Lord Grey of Groby - would dispel any notion th~t h~ was 
an unwilling regicide. Moreover, Cromwell was accu.sed ?f haVI~g <?ver 
persuaded' or bullied many of the other fifty-six signatories mto 
signing.[18] 

Cromwell the anti-leveller 

Cromwell was undoubtedly a strong opp?~ent of the. Levellers. - that 
radical group which arose just after the first civil war - saym~ to parliament 
in 1654, 'did not that Levelling principle tend to the reducmg of all~? an 

ality? to make the tenant as liberal a fortune as the landlord. [19] ':i:ny b~s.id~s Cromwell supposed that the Levellers intended to 'level' 
men's estates. Thus has arisen the myth that the L~velle.rs wer~ ~~rly 
socialists. But several Leveller leaders indignantly demed t~s. Maximilian 
Petty said 'I hope they may live to see the power of the kmg and Lords 
thrown down, but yet may live to see property preserved.'[20_] In fact the 
Levellers were not socialists but democrats, or at least sen;ii-democ~ats. 
They wanted a republic without a king, House of Lords and bishops, with a 
sovereign parliament elected by a very wide frai;ichise. Th~y would have 
excluded servants and beggars from the franchise, but this would. have 
given the vote to approximately 85 per cent of the adult male population, a 
great advance on 1640 when at most 40 per cent of adult men could 
vote.[21] Just as World War I led to a ~em~nd for a greatly exte~ded 
franchise so did the English civil war. Soldiers m both wars who had nsked 
their liv~s wanted to be rewarded with full civil rights. So some of 
Cromwell's soldiers were receptive to Leveller ideas. . 

In late October 1647 the London Levellers and army agitators met the 
high ranking officers of the New Model Army at Putney and there drew up 
The Agreement of the J'eople, setting forth their demands. Cromwell 
chaired the famous Putney debates, but he did not act impartially. Indeed, 
he agreed with his son in law, Henry Ireton, that the sufferage proposal of 
The Agreement 'tends to anarchy.' [22] So Cromwel.l abrup!ly ended the 
Putney debates. In 1649 the Levellers were active agam. Cromwell 
thumped his fist on the table and shouted, 'I tell you,. sir, you ~ave no other 
way to deale with these men, but to break them ~n pieces ... if yo~ do not 
break them they will break you.'[23] He kept his word .. He surprised the 
Leveller soldiers resting at Burford, quelled the mutmy and had four 
ringleaders shot. But the point to note is that Cromwell had crus?~d a 
democratic, not a socialist, movement. Cromw~ll may ?a~e b~en a religious 
revolutionary, but he was a social . conservativ~, be~ieVIng m a pro~erty 
franchise. This is hardly surprising smce he was by birth a gentleman. He 
could not possibly have been a democrat. 
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Cromwell the anti-Irishman 

Cromwell is remembered today as a bitter enemy of the Irish, largely 
because of the massacres of Drogheda and Wexford. The Irish call them 
'the curse of Cromwell.' To understand the background to Cromwell's 
massacres we need to go back to 1641 when the Irish Catholics rebelled 
against English rule in Ireland and massacred many Protestants in Ulster. 
This strengthened anti- Catholic prejudices. Despite this, in 1643 Charles I 
made a truce with the Irish Catholic rebels and enlisted many on his side in 
the English civil war.[24] By 1649, however, the English, then Welsh and, 
temporarily, the Scottish royalists had been defeated and the Rump 
ordered Cromwell to crush the royalists in Ireland. In August 1649 
Cromwell landed. In September the massacre of Drogheda took place. Not 
only were the royalist soldiers brutally killed but apparently Catholic 'friars 
and priests died almost to a man.'[25] Cromwell gave no direct order for 
the massacre of civilians but undoubtedly many perished. At Wexford in 
October the situation was almost as bad. Anything from 1500 to 2000 
troops, priests and civilians were butchered.[26] 

That these were dreadful massacres is undeniable. But a sense of 
proportion is needed. The deaths of 3000 at Drogheda[27] and 2000 at 
Wexford were nothing compared with the 20,000 Protestants butchered by 
the Catholic Count von Pappenheim at Magdeburg in 1631. Moreover, it 
must be remembered that Cromwell sincerely believed that his actions 
were justified, militarily and religiously. Referring to Drogheda he writes 
that the royalist soldiers defending St. Peter's church were 'summoned to 
yield to mercy' but 'refused. Whereupon I ordered the steeple of St. Peter's 
church to be fired.'[28] Cromwell clearly shared the prevalent seventeenth 
century view that a garrison which had prolonged resistance to a siege and 
so caused unnecessary loss of life might, after due warning, be put to the 
sword. Moreover, he seemed to think that the massacre of Drogheda 
would 'tend to prevent the effusion of blood for the future.'[29] Indeed, 
this massacre, like that at Wexford, did end the war in Ireland. Lesser 
garrisons - Trim and Dundalk - surrendered quickly. Dr ,Paul has 
compared the massacres of Drogheda and Wexford to the dropping of the 
atom bomb on Japan in 1945. It was dreadful, but it ended the war. So 
Cromwell ended the war in Ireland by his massacres.[30] I am not saying 
this justifies them, but they did end the war that had dragged on for eight 
years. 

Cromwell also justified his actions on religious grounds. Referring to 
Drogheda Cromwell wrote to Speaker Lenthall, 'I am persuaded that this 
is a righteous judgement of God upon these barbarous wretches, who have 
imbued their hands in so much innocent blood.'[31] Cromwell seems to be 
saying that the Drogheda massacre was the revenge of a wrathful God for 
the Catholic massacres of Protestants in Ulster in 1641, a view undoubtedly 
shared by most of his Protestant contemporaries. 

As historians, we can explain Cromwell's massacres, yet we can hardly 
excuse them. Lady Antonia Fraser writes: 'Cromwell lost his self-control at 
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ilmlliii- -- -

. h red of his comrades' .blood - after t~e 
Drogheda, literally saw red -J e . d 'th one of tho~e sudden bnef 
failure of the ~rst assaults, .an wa~l~e~ead ~ to dissol;e [the Rump] 
and cataclysrmc rages wh1c~hw? to her Hill considers that 'the savagery 
parliament by force.'[3~] Dr ns P hin that had happened in the 
of th.e m~s.sacre was d1ffere~t. f~o~:rallo!ers): it recalled the horrors 
Enghsh civil wars ~except to ~~r '[33rlt is significant that Cromwell was 
of the G~rma1!' Thirty1. Ye~~ th Scots in the 1650s, perhaps because they 
far less fierce m dea mg WI e must remember that a 
were fe~low Pr?tes~ants. Fur.th%~~~~d :~ share Cromwell's view that 
compassionate rmnonty of Eng~sh ' S though not all - Levellers were 
the Irish were.'bar?arous ~et~~~: 0~aiwyn one of their leaders, was 
reluctant to f1~ht m lr~ltn · 

1
e 

1~he Irish ~atives in seeking their just 
accused of saymg that, t e caus "th our cause here in endeavouring our 
freedoms ... was t~e very ~ame ~e ower of oppr~ssors.'[34] This is a 
own rescue and freedomh rom 1 . f. t or missionary attitudes of the different outlook from t e co oma is 

attackers. d d n Cromwell for his massacres in 
But whether w~ con ~ne or con em he a ent not the initiator, of 

Ireland, on~ thi~g is cer~i~ - Cr~~~~-ll :~~t~des ~ow~rds the Irish - that 
English pohcy m Irelan . mher~a is ~c hould be either Anglicised or 

~~~~r;~:ie:C~~~~;:iv:cie~~ t~~ir ~~nds) _ go back to the reign of Henry 
11.[35] 

Cromwell the military dictator 

. or c ll was a military dictator' Most historians consider t~at iver romw~ A art from the Major 
though Profess~~ ~van R~o~s ::f:rn~~~~le~~c:i~~~l?~ mhitary rule is shown 
Gen~rals, to ~ ic we s :um Parlia~ent in 1653 - a military coup par 
by hl1ls exp[u36ls1]on a~~ ~ye his ta~ng most of his constitutional schemes. fro1?1 
exce ence - t d Ma· or General Harrison s . 
his fellow officers .. In Judly 16f3 he tc(ce~;ntradi~tion in terms for one 
scheme for a nommate par iamen a . D cember 1653 he 

usually das~ciates1 ta.:~i:~t~! ~~~r~:~n~l~~t~~~~r~:en~ _ Britain's only 
ac~epte e1!'er~ . vided for. a permanent army of 30,000 
wntten conshtut10n -h which yrt~ 1630s) It is true that he accepted one 
(Charles I had no sue army 10 e . . · d AdVI"ce of 1657 which 
. · · "t f Humble Petition an ' ~~t~:~in~~en~~eua~:y to parliament; yet senior army officers in the Upper 

House could effectively veto any legis~tion th~ des1~e~~ had to accept the 
It is said that C~omwell wa~ noti: i~~f ~~:d ~:~~ of his fellow officers. 

~~cft ?: :a~~~:~~~:li~~~~t ~j ~n~ kind or another sat sf.oradi~a.l~ 1~~~1 
his death; yet he::.y~:~db~~~!pi5e!:0:C ;r~~fi~~~;a::a~a~s1i:e;e~ o~de; 
H~wel~~~· g:~~ral Franco in later life, tried to civilianise h his re~1mf. 
~~o~~ell has been called 'the reluctant dictator' because e genume y 
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wanted to rule by parliamentary means, by consent. 'We are all for 
government by consent, but where shall we find that consent?'[37] 
Certainly Cromwell did not want to be a military dictator, but neither do 
most military dictators. He would have like d to reduce the size of the 
army, but he kept it large to prevent a Stuart invasion from abroad and a 
royalist or Leveller uprising at home. In defence of Cromwell it could 
perhaps be argued that, unlike Charles I, he was a dictator - or 
semi-dictator -through circumstances and not through choice. Yet dictator 
he was and this is most clearly seen in the rule of the Major Generals. 

After Penruddock's unsuccessful royalist uprising in Wiltshire in March 
1655, Cromwell accepted his generals' scheme for direct military rule. 
England and Wales were divided into eleven districts, each under the rule 
of a military governor or Major General. These Major Generals took over 
the command of the amateur local militias, traditionally controlled by the 
local gentry. The Major Generals also had professional troops to enforce 
their unpopular commands. Lucy Hutchinson, wife of the parliamentary 
soldier, Colonel John Hutchinson, vividly described the heavy handed rule 
of the Major Generals in her Memoirs: Cromwell 'set up a company of silly 
mean fellows called major generals as governors of every country. These 
ruled according to their wills, by no law but what seemed good in their own 
eyes, imprisoning men, obstructing the course of justice between man and 
man, perverting right through partiality, acquitting some of the guilty and 
punishing some that were innocent as guilty.'[38] 

A harsh judgment? Not really. Even parliamentarians thought that the 
Major Generals were unfair to the royalists. Very few cayaliers had in fact 
participated in Penruddock's rising, yet 14,000 'suspects' were placed 
under surveillance. These suspects (many probably not royalists[39]) had 
to get permission every time they left their homes. Nothing like this had 
happened during the Tudor and early Stuart periods. Perhaps worse than 
those travelling restrictions or house arrests was Cromwell's special 
decimation tax of 10 per cent. This income tax on royalist sympathisers ran 
into a storm of protest. The central point was that the Rump had passed an 
Act of Indemnity and Oblivion protecting all former royalists from future 
penalties and punishment unless they committed further offences; 
parliamentarians as well as royalists said 'let not the innocent be punished 
with the guilty.' Bulstrode Whitelock, a parliamentarian lawyer MP, said 
forcibly: 'to call it a tax ... is against the Instrument of Government [i.e. is 
unconstitutional] ... punishing the innocent with the [guilty] weighs very 
much with me.'[40] It was the thin end of the wedge. 

Another of the many features of Cromwell's rule of the Major Generals 
was 'the reformation o{ manners.' This was a sort of enforced moral 
rearmament. Some Major Generals, like Charles Worsley in Lancashire, 
Cheshire and Staffordshire, enforced a Puritan lifestyle on a reluctant 
people, rigidly upholding the laws against drunkenness, immorality, 
swearing and sabbath breaking.[41] But these measures were counter 
productive. Like President Reagan, Cromwell found that there was not a 
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'moral majority' in the nation. Hence he withdrew the Major Generals i~ 
1657. But he made no apology for them. In a spe~ch to the secon 
Protectorate parliament Cromwell said that the Ma1or Generals were 
'justifiable to necessity . . . honest in every re?pect .. ·. . more effec~l 
towards the discountenancing of vice and settling religton than anyt g 
done these fifty years.'[42] This takes us to th~ c~ux ~f _the matter. 
Cromwell believed that any government action was 1ustifie~ if it seemed to 
advance God's cause. The end justifie~ the ~eans, so .m the name of 
religion he attacked civil liberties and levied arbitrary taxation. 

Cromwell the Puritan 

Cromwell's religious zeal is not in doubt. It is shown ~ his public 
s eeches private letters, choice of army officers and actions on the 
.fattlefield. He delayed decisions by 'waiting on the Lord', but once heh had 
made up his mind he was determined to carry ~he~ throug~. He has e~n 
called 'a vehement Puritan'[43], who could msprre me~ ~ battle wit_h 
s eeches psalm singing and a belief that God was on their si?e. Th~re is 

~ agreed definition of 'Puritan' among historians, but Percival Wiburn 
~as perhaps nearest the mark when, in 1581, he said 'the hotte~ ~rt OJ 

rotestants are called Puritans.'[44] Crom'Ye~l was. both a o/J>ic. an. 
~ntypical Puritan, typical in his provident~ahst faith! ~ntypical m his 
su ort for religious toleration. Dr Morrill has . brilliantly portray~d 
ciJmwell's providentialist outlook[45], but. something needs to be said 
about Cromwell's attitude to religious toleration. , . , h gh 

Cromwell believed that God was working through the samts , t ou 
these were not all in one church. (Most Puritans, in co~tra.st; thought th~y 
were all in one church). The 'godly' were diyided. Each mdividual had a bit 
of the truth in him, hence religious toleration. should follo~. Some would 
abuse thus liberty, yet it was a risk worth takmg be~~mse it would en~ble 
the truly godly to emerge. To an opponent of toleration Cromwell replied, 
'your pretended fear lest error should step in, is like the m'!11 that would 
keep all the wine out of the country lest men should be dru~. [ ~] . . 

During the first civil war Cromwell show~d a b~hef m rehgtous 
toleration. Jn 1644 Major General Crawford cashiered a li~utenant-~olonel 
for refusing to accept Presbyterianism and accus~d him of b~mg an 
Anabaptist.[ 47] Cromwell protested; 'ay, but the °!'an. is an Anabaptist. '1.e 
you sure of that? Admit he be, shall that render him mcapable to se~e t e 

bl. ? Sir the state in choosing man to serve them, takes no notice of 
pu ic. · • • ' h h t t• fi '[48] their opinions, if they be willing faith~lly to serve t em, t a sa is ies. 
These were not typical views in the mid seventeenth cen~ury. A far ~ore 
typical attitude to religious toleration was e_xpounded by Richa~d H,eyncke, 
the Puritan warden of Manchester collegtate church; to~eration savours 
t 1 of likewarmness and want of zeal ... Toleration would be the 
~~~f!i~f·~ sword into a mad man's hands; a cup of poyson into the hands 
of a child ... a toleration of soul murder (the great~st murder of all) ·. ·: 
what disobedience to the civil magistrate ... what disturbance of the c1Vll 
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peace ... if once liberty were given by a law (which God forbid) for men to 
profes~ and . practice what opinions they pleased; yea, sin would be 
CODllilltted without any restraint or shame ... we judge the toleration of all 
kinds of opinions and professions in matters of faith ... to be impious and 
wicked.'[49] 

C_romwell .w~s tolerant in practice as we~ as in principle. This is shown 
by his readrmssion of the Jews to England m 1655(50] and by his religious 
settlement of 1653. In that year a broad national Protestant church was set 
up, sup~orted by tithes an_d patrons. The Church of England was not 
disestablished, though officially there were to be no bishops and Prayer 
Book. But this Cromwellian church - set up by the Instrument of 
Gover?ment in ~653 - included prop?rtionately a greater number of clergy 
an~ laity than did the post-Restoration church. Yet some clergy and laity 
deliberately excluded themselves from the natioqal church. However, 
Cromwell's government openly tolerated separatist congregations of the 
more radical Protestants, such as Baptists and Quakers. In theory the 
Instrument of Government did not allow freedom of worship to 'Popery 
and Pre~acy', but in practice Cromwell's government openly connived at 
the ~ontmuance o! sep~ate churches of Roman Catholics and Anglicans. 
Durmg C_romwell.s penod o_f rule _the Anglican Prayer Book was widely 
used,. while ~nglish Catholics enjoyed more toleration than they had 
expenenced smce the death of Mary I in 1558.(51] During the reign of 
J ai;nes I twenty. five Roman Catholics suffered martyrdom. During the 
heighten~d tension of the 1640s twenty two Papists died for their faith.(52] 
But d_urmg. the Interregnum only two Catholics were martyred and 
Cromwell tned to saye one of them, Father John Southworth in 1654.(53] 

A notable exception to Cromwell's tolerance was his treatment of Irish 
<;atholics. In 1~49 he told them, 'if bY_ liberty of conscience you mean a 
liberty to exercise the mass ... that will not be allowed oP.[54] This was 
partly because he genuinely believed that the mass was idolatrous and 
forbidden by God's word. But it was also because he regarded Irish 
Cat~o}ics as _disloyal subje_cts. Indeed, the Pope and Irish priests had 
participated m revolts agamst England. By contrast, English Catholics 
were m?stly loyal su~jects without ~oreign contacts and, except in 
Lancashue and Yorkshire, most Catholic gentry had not been royalist but 
neutral in the civil wars.[55] In Suffolk, for example, only five of the forty 
five Catholic gentry families supported Charles 1.(56] Perhaps for these 
reasons Cromwell was able to adopt a much more tolerant attitude towards 
English than towards Irish Catholics. 

. Cromwell's toleratio~ in religious matters makes one inclined to agreed 
with Ivan Roots that Oliver ought to appear in the index of any book called 
The History of Human Liberty. 

Conclusions 

Cromwell. is important in at least seven respects. Firstly, he greatly 
helped parliament to win the civil wars by his military victories. If 
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Cromwell did not begin the quarrel with Charles I, he certainly fmished it. 
Secondly, he made England a republic. He . was probably largely 
responsible for the execution of the king and the abolition of the monarchy 
and the House of Lords. Thirdly, he crushed the fust democratic, or semi 
democratic, movement in English history - the Leveller movement. 
Fourthly, he quickly ended the civil war in Ireland by his massacres of 
Drogheda and Wexford. (Yet it could be argued that these massacres 
aggravated the Irish problem, which is still with us). Fifthly, he ended the 
war against the Scots by his victory at Worcester in 1651, and this made 
possible the union of England and Scotland under the Instrument of 
Government in 1653. In fact, by defeating the Scots and the Irish Cromwell 
indirectly united the British Isles for the first time in its history, though by 
force, not consent. Sixthly, he established England's only military 
dictatorship, albeit reluctantly. Seventhly, he was a strong Puritan, but a 
tolerant one, except towards Irish Catholics. He was the fust head of state 
to accept religious toleration in principle. In this respect he was ahead of 
his time, though in most other ways he was very much a man of his time. 
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'HAUNTS' OF THE CAVALIERS AND 
ROUNDHEADS 

by John Atkins 

There are more ghosts seen and reported in the British Isles than 
anywhere else. Such a tragic event as the English civil war must have left 
many a soul stunned and amazed at his sudden 'transition' and, as a person 
interested in, and with some experience of, spiritualism, the subject of 
royalist and parliamentary ghosts has received my particular attention. 
Throughout England there are numerous reports of spectres and ghosts 
from the civil war period (particularly in inns and taverns) and I have listed 
them below county by county. 

Evidence of the appearance of ghosts is as old as recorded history and it 
seems likely that there are a number of different types. Most witnesses 
agree that these apparitions are not wispy, transparent, ethereal figures but 
quite substantial and three dimensional. There is good ~vidence of 'ghosts 
with a purpose', apparitions which seem to materialise for certain reasons -
to draw attention to lost papers, to put right a wrong or to show the 
unfortunate circumstances of their death - and once this matter is resolved 
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the ghost is seen no more. The traditional ghosts (there are more ghostly 
monks and nuns than any other category) are those who walk in one 
particular place and always do the same thing. It seems that such ghosts 
are a kind of atmospheric photograph or a sort of tape recording, so tragic 
that it has impressed itself on the surrounding envir01;1ment. Certain 
conditions, it is believed, or certain people, can 'trigger' these events into 
reappearing. 

The curious may wish to investigate for themselves at some of the 
following locations, but perhaps it might be advisable not to go alone! 

Berkshire. 

Windsor. Charles I, whose decapitated body was taken to Windsor 
Castle for burial, is believed to be the ghost that walks in the Canon's 
House in the castle precincts. Those who have seen it say there is no doubt 
that it is the martyr king, the features being remarkably like those in the 
famous Van Dyke portrait. The headless phantom seen at Marple Hall, 
Cheshire, is also said to be that of the king. The Hall was once owned by 
John Bradshaw, President of the Commission at Charles's trial. 

Buckinghamshire 

Aylesbury. After the execution of the king, Creslow Manor, a 
picturesque old manor house near Aylesbury, became the property of 
Cornelius Holland; here he lived prosperously until 1660, when he had the 
misfortune to be attainted as a regicide. In one of the bedrooms the soft 
tread of a lady's footsteps has been heard, accompanied by the rustling of a 
silk gown. What connection, if any, this lady has with the Hollands is not 
known. 

Chenies. Charles I briefly visited Chenies Manor while a prisoner of the 
parliamentary army. One of the recent owners, Lt-Colonel Mathews, has 
heard limping sounds outside his bedroom and traced them to the ancient 
gallery where 200 of Cromwell's men were known to have been billeted. 

Middle Claydon. Sir Edmund Verney, standard bearer to Charles I at 
the battle of Edgehill, refused to surrender the colours when overrun by 
the parliamentarians. Slain by his enemies, they were unable to prise the 
standard from his hand and so they cut it off. Later the standard was 
recaptured, with the hand still clasped to it. The hand was taken back to 
Claydon House (the Verney home since 1471) for burial. Here the ghost of 
Sir Edmund, without a right hand, has been seen searching for his missing 
limb. While he tends to concentrate on the area of the Red Stairs, there is 
also a Grey Lady seen at times in the Rose Room. 

Cambridgeshire 

Eynesbury, near St Neots. The Old Rectory was almost certainly used 
during the civil war as billets and stables by the parliamentarians and 
numerous manifestations have been reported of ribald laughter and heavy 
boots. An opaque figure has been seen, apparently a man aged in his 
thirties, and the sound of metal being tipped from sacks onto a floor has 
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been heard. Since 1970, when the roof was repaired, there have been no 
further occurances. · 

St Ives: S}nce Oliver ~romwell was closely associated with this part of 
England, 1t is the most likely place for his ghost to make an appearance. 
When the Golden Lion inn was used as his district HQ, Cromwell's room -
now a bedroom furnished in seventeenth century style - was number 13 but 
SUJ?erstitio?s visitor~ declined t~ sleep in the room after reports of str~ge 
n01se~ dunng the mght. Changmg the room number to 123 did not stop 
what is. thought to be Cromwell's ghost from appearing, as one woman 
guest discovered when she saw the shadowy shape of a man dressed in 
Cromwellian clothes walk into the bedroom in the early hours of the 
morning. It is ~dely believed in St Ives that the Lord Protector's ghost 
walks on the mght of the 13th of each month along a particular upstairs 
corridor of the Golden Lion. 

St Neots. Lord Holland was one of those executed after the second civil 
war ended in renewed defeat for the royalists. Before he was removed to 
the Tower, he and a number of officers who served under him were held 
pr~so?er ,in the New Inn. The. Earl's ghost supposedly still walks the 
bmldmg, a tall, slender figure with an aloof appearance and dressed in an 
ankle length cloak.' 
. ~icken. The isolated Spinney Abbey was, for the last fourteen years of 

his life, the home of Henry Cromwell. The mortal remains of this well 
loved son of the Protector rest in the little village church where a brass 
plate tells us that he was the best of Oliver's sons. One of the most 
mysterious happenings here are the strange twinkling lights which are often 
seen between the house and Spinney Bank, about a mile away. Witnesses 
never seem to be ~ble to get to the lights for as soon as they are 
approached, they dnft away and when the observer stops, the lights seem 
to stop as well. 

Woodcraft Manor. Dr Michael Hudson, chaplain to Charles I and 
leader of the royalists in the vicinity of Woodcraft would not surrender 
when he was b~si:ged in the mano! house b~ parlia~entary troops in 1648. 
One by ~ne his httle b~nd ~as killed, leavmg only the doctor facing six 
enemy pikemen. Ignormg his cry for mercy they forced him over the 
battlements and hac;ked off his hand as he clung for his life . .t1gainst a 
back~ound ?f clashing swords and pikes, tradition maintains that he can 
sometimes still be heard shouting 'mercy' and 'quarter'. 

Cheshire 

~uddon. After they had routed Charles' last army at Chester, 
parliamentary troopers scoured the countryside for cavaliers. In their 
search of Duddon Heath they came upon Hockenhull Hall deserted and 
stripped of all its valuables. After burying the silver the f;mily had fled 
leaving on~y a han~ful of servan~s in the care of the housekeeper. Incensed 
at not fmdmg the silver, the soldiers hacked her head off. There is a plaque 
at The Headless Woman inn recording that on many occasions the ghost of 
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this murdered woman has been seen walking along an old bridle path 
between Hockenbull Hall and the spot where it comes out on the 
Tarporley Road near the inn. Other sightings have been in or near this 
building. 

Cornwall 

Penfound Manor. Kate Penfound, whose family were staunch royalists, 
loved a parliamentarian, John Trebarfoot, son of a neighbour. Had it not 
been for the civil war, Kate and John would have married, but Kate's 
father, Arthur Penfound, forbade it, leaving the couple no option but to 
elope. Tragically, Arthur stumbled upon them as they tried to slip away 
from Penfound Manor and shot them both in the courtyard below Kate's 
bedroom window. Not only does Kate's ghost walk down the Stuart 
staircase and across the Great Hall to disappear on the main street, but 
her father's ghost has also been seen. 

Devon 

Clovelly. Velly farm, near Clovelly, the old home of the Velly family, has 
long been haunted by the spectre of a cavalier who walks through the 
sewing room at the back of the house. 

Gidleigh. At Wonson Manor, near Gidleigh, four cavaliers are 
sometimes seen playing cards, an eerie reminder of the time when the 
owner of the manor gambled away his property. In a bedroom unseen 
hands have tucked people into bed and smoothed pillows. 

Milton Coombe. The quaintly named Who'd Have Thought It inn was 
Sir Francis Drake's local and can claim to be haunted by two ghosts - Old 
Abe and the Sad Faced Cavalier. The royalist, described as "sad faced with 
chestnut hair falling to his shoulders and dressed in a wine coloured top 
coat", has been seen sitting on the end of a bed, but no-one has yet been 
able to decide which of the two ghosts it is who rings the service bell in the 
bar. When answered, the bell pull is still swinging but there is nobody 
waiting for attention. 

Torrington. On Castle Hill the ghost of a soldier, killed at the battle of 
Torrington, has been seen·- but a hound dominates this spectral scene. 

Dorset 

Poyntington. In the little church of this village on the Somerset-Dorset 
border are the arms of the Malet family and, below them, these words: 
'Baldwin Malet, second son of Sir Thomas Malet, dyed in the King's 
service 3 June 1646 in the twentieth year of his age.' With a sparsely armed 
band of rustics he tried to halt a parliamentarian force marching on 
Wincanton. In less than an hour he and his followers were bloody corpses 
in a water meadow. For fear of plague their bodies were hastily covered 
with earth and the grass-covered mounds can still be seen today. Ghosts of 
the luckless band have been reported, together with that of a young girl, 
probably accidentally caught in the fatal skirmish. 
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Gloucestershire 

Prestbury. The ghost of a cavalier bearing news of the battle of 
Worcester gallops around the lanes here. 

Greater London 

Apsley House, Piccadilly. When the first Duke of Wellington lived at 
Apsley House he encountered a ghostly figure, wearing plate armour, 
whom he recognised as Cromwell. It was the winter of 1832, when England 
was on the brink of revolt over the Reform Bill and seething crowds 
besieged the Duke in his house. As the figure of the Lord Protector faced 
Wellington, he pointed purposefully towards the angry mob. It was only 
long after the Bill had passed that the Duke revealed the ghostly 
experience which had made him change his attitude towards reform. 

Bromley. Downe Court Manor is a seventeenth century manor house 
with a brooding atmosphere of antipathy and evil. At the top of the stairs 
several people have reported an overwhelming feeling of fear and it is here 
that it is believed a troop of cavaliers hanged a man after bursting into the 
building in search of Cromwellian supporters. Others who have stayed the 
night in a bedroom have seen vague shapes, heard the sounds of fighting 
and met a man dressed like a cavalier but with only his head and shoulders 
visible. 

Hampton Court. This magnificent and famous Tudor palace has within 
it a Wren quadrangle, the Fountain Court. This area used to be haunted by 
two male figures, seen in modern times by Lady Hildyard who had a grace 
and favour apartment overlooking the court. She wrote to the Lord 
Chamberlain about the figures and also complained about curious 
rappings and other strange noises at night time. Her letter was passed to 
the Board of Works who did nothing; but not long afterwards workmen 
laying new drains in Fountain Court came across the perfectly preserved 
remains of two young men buried two feet below the pavement. It is 
possible they were the remains of Lord Francis Villiers and a brother 
royalist officer, killed in a skirmish between the king's forces and some 
parliamentarians. After the remains had received a decent burial, Lady 
Hildyard saw no more figures and heard no more unexplained noises. 

Holland House, Holland Park Avenue. The royalist Sir Henry Rich, 
first Earl of Holland, was executed in 1649 and he went to his death in 
Palace Yard, Westminster, wearing a white satin waistcoat and a silver 
trimmed white satin cap. He tipped the axeman £10 (a small fortune at the 
time), asking him to be careful of his clothes and not to take the cap from 
his head after execution. The Earl's headless ghost is said to walk the 
grounds at Holland House still; before the old house was almost 
completely destroyed in World War II, it was also seen in the Gilt Room 
and other parts of the building. 

Richmond. Ham House, built in 1610, is one of those old mansions 
whose every appearance deserves a haunting - and so it has. The old 
Duchess of Lauderdale revisits the scenes of her triumphs and infamies 
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during the Commonwealth and reign of Charles IL 
The Volunteer, 247 Baker Street. In the seventeenth century this area 

had two farms on it, the Park and Daget. The present pub was built in 
1794, but some while later the licensee was in the cellar when the door to 
one of the unused alcoves opened to reveal the figure of a man 'wearing a 
surcoat, breeches and stockings', typical costume of the seventeenth 
century. I~ modern times he has been identified as Robert Nevill, a royalist 
supporter who had been present at the Battle of Naseby. The entire Nevill 
family died in a fire in 1654, presumably in one of the farms here. 

Greater Manchester 

Blackstone Edge Old Road, near Littleborough. The sign swinging 
outside The Rake Inn is of a laughing cavalier, a close likeness ofthe ghost 
which walks the upstairs landing. He is a merry ghost with a twinkling eye 
and a rumbling laugh which makes the seventeenth century timbers rattle, 
but why he haunts is a mystery. 

,, 

Hall-i'-th'-Wood, Bolton. This old, half timbered manor house was j · 
owned during the civil wars by Christopher Norris, who had been 
appointed by the parliamentarians to administer the estates in the region 
confiscated from royalists. In so doing, he amassed considerable wealth 
and, no doubt, enraged the former occupiers. One was more incensed than 
the others - and continues to inhabit the hall. Although the ghost, a 
cavalier, has not been seen for many years, he has been heard running up 
the staircase - but only at Christmas and the festive season. No one knows 
the reasons for his cavortings, but the assumption is that he is one of the 
former occupants, the Brownlows, returning to retrieve some incriminating 
papers from one of the bedrooms. 

Marple Hall. (See entry for Windsor, Berks). The nearby River Goyt is 
said to be haunted by the daughter of Henry Bradshaw (probably John's 
brother), who fell in love with a cavalier and was murdered by drowning. A 
river spirit has subsequently been identified here. 

Middleton. Over the years, a cavalier has been seen many times in The 
Ring 0' Bells, dressed in plumed hat, lace collar and cloak and carrying a 
sword. He is described by the landlady as 'a friendly ghost, but sad 
looking.' Many times, unexplained footsteps have been heard in tlie cellar, 
and excavations there and in tunnels leading from it have uncovered 
helmets and a variety of seventeenth century weapons. Bones found under 
flagstones are thought to be those of a cavalier who was killed by enemy 
troopers in the parish church across the road. 

Hampshire 

Crandall. On moonlit nights the semi transparent figure of a 
parliamentarian soldier in full uniform has been seen emerging from a 
private drive immediately opposite the Norman church of All Saints and 
fading away Jfter taking only a few steps. A local belief is that he was killed 
when attacking the church. A troop of Cromwell's Ironsides have also been 
reported as riding towards the church, perhaps returning to find their 
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colleague. 
Hook. The figure of a cavalier carrying something in his hand, identified 

as a sword or dagger, dodges about the hedges on the south side of the 
A30. Skirmishes in this area were frequent when Cromwell was preparing 
to attack Basing House, and this is probably the spectre of a royalist who 
perished in that assault 

Hereford & Worcester 

Goodrich. Alice Birch and her betrothed, a royalist sympathiser named 
Clifford, took refuge in Goodrich Castle while Colonel Birch, Alice's 
parliamentary uncle, had it under attack in May 1646. The monotony of the 
long siege and the hopelessness of their personal situation caused them to 
decide to escape through enemy lines. Once across the River Wye there 
would be no stopping them. But the river, in full flood, put an end to their 
dreams, sweeping them and their mount to their deaths, a tragic event 
which has been repeatedly re-enacted by a ghostly Alice and her lover. 

Brampton Bryan Castle. Sir Robert Harley, whose home this was in the 
civil wars, changed sides and joined the parliamentary cause but, though 
originally on friendly terms with Oliver Cromwell, he developed an intense 
dislike of the Lord Protector. When Cromwell died a storm raged through 
the night here, uprooting many huge trees in the cattle park, and the saying 
goes that this was Cromwell's ghost being dragged through the park en 
route to Hell! 

Humberside 
Lidgett's Gap, near Scawby. Captain Lidgett, a parliamentarian, was 

killt?d and buried here under an ash tree at the crossroads. Recently, 
buned treasure was found here and the spectre seen occasionally is 
probably connected more with that than the puritan captain. 

Kent 

Br.a~bourne House. On the morning of 30 January 1649, Thomas Pryde, 
a regicide, rode out to Bradbourne House to try to ease his conscience as 
the axe fell at Whitehall. Seemingly his troubled ghost, a cloaked figure on 
a large, grey horse, still makes the dramatic ride, galloping like a whirlwind 
through Braming Woods and over the heath. 

Bridge. Bridge Place Country Club on the Canterbury Road was 
formerly a manor house, destroyed in the civil wars by fire. In one of the 
bedrooms a 'cavalier type figure of a man' has been reported, as well as a 
ghostly chambermaid carrying a basket. 

Lancashire 

~t Michael's Hall, St Michaels on Wyre. An old parliamentary soldier, 
Ma1or Ralph Longworth, could never rest peacefully in his grave after a 
life of warring against royalist armies, first at Preston, then at Wigan Lane, 
and finally, as a silver haired major in Colonel Kirkby's militia. Old St 
Michael's Hall, where he lived, was constantly haunted by this veteran until 
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demolished in the 1860s. Nevertheless sounds of furniture being moved, 
bangmg doQrs and clattering pots and pans can sometimes still be heard 
and the phantom major has been seen parading in the lane outside the hall. 
. Written Stone Lane, near Longridge. In this lane there is an 8ftby12 ft 
stone slab set into the embankment with this message carvt?d on its smooth 
face:·"Ravffe Radcliffe Laid This Stone to Lye for Ever, AD 1655.' The 
legend is that a murder was committed in this area which involved. the 
Redcliffe family, who farmed in the neighbourhood. Ralph Redcliffe, 
concerned that there had been several sudden deaths in his family, decided 
on action and had this stone laid for the sole purpos'e of dispelling any 
supernatural influence. Some years later new tenants thought the stone 
could be put to better use as a buttery stone and it took six horses to move 
it - with disastrous results. A clatter went on all night, making sleep 
impossible, and the farmer quickly decided to have the stone returned. 
Surprisingly, this time it took only one horse to · complete the return 
journey. 

Leicestershire 

Husbands Bosworth. The Maxwell family have been at Bosworth Hall 
since time immemorial · and the house is full of rambling corridors and 
twisting staircases. The Maxwells were devoted Roman Catholics and in 
Cromwell's day masses had to be heard in secret. One day parliamentary 
troops were heard approaching as the Jesuits were celebrating such a 
mass, but they were prepared and the priest leapt into the secret hide hole 
which was entered from an attic. In his haste, the priest either knocked 
over the chalice of consecrated wine or cut himself and bled profusely; at 
all events, the dark,· waxy stain has remained damp ever since. For the 
sceptic an oddity, for the religious a miracle. 

Merseyside 

MaghUl~ north of Liverpool. South of the town the sounds of galloping 
horses and the clash of accoutrements have sometimes been heard at dusk. 
Such noises have been attributed to the ghostly activities of the royalist 
army which fled south from here in 1648. 

Newton le Willows. Here the ghostly tramping footsteps of the 'Chok'd 
Battalion' are said to be heard sometime during the month of August. The 
sounds are reputed to have originated with the Highlanders caught by 
Cromwell's men here in August 1648 and summarily hanged on nearby 

I trees. 

Northamptonshire 
Abthorpe. In the ruined manor house can sometimes be heard the 

rustling skirts of Jane Leeson. She is also commemorated in more tangible 
terms on the school wall: '1642 Feare God, Honour ye King, Jane Leeson 
hath builded this house for a free school for ever.' 

Daventry. Sir Thomas Wentworth, Earl of Strafford, has made only one 
appearance at the Wheatsheaf Inn, in a bedroom occupied by Charles I on 
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~he eve of the Battle of Naseby. Strafford's ghost, although outraged at. the 
king consenting to his execution, manifested itself to return good for evil. It 
warned Charles that to fight the parliamentarians at Naseby would m~an 
disaster. Many times after, the fleeing king was heard to regret not heedIDg 
Strafford's eerie advice.. · . · . 

Hartwell. In November (but only November) the ghost of a ~valier.1s 
said to wander around the bars of the Bugle Hom, an attractive white 
painted pub. · 

Naseby. The spectral reenactments of the great battle fought h.ere seem 
to have faded with time. For almost a century after the ro)'.alists were 
routed in 1645, succeeding generations of village fo~ fro1!1 miles aro~d 
gathered on the anniversary of the bloody event to see it all played back ID 
the sky. By all reports, this aerial mani~estation, kn<?wn as the Naseby 
Phenomenon, was complete in every detail; not o.nly did the watchers see 

· the armies in action, but they also heard the dID of the battle and the 
groans of the injured. · 

North Yorkshire 

Marston Moor. These weary spectres are identifiable by their long 
cloaks wide brimmed hats with cockades, their shoulder length hair and 
high topped boots as remnants of th~ cavalier ai:my routed by the 
parliamentarians. Four thousand royalists w~~e sl3;"1 on the ,summer 
evening battle of July 1644 and these are spmtual flash-b~cks of that 
'terrible day. Usually no more than t~ee or four dazed,. bewildered men 
are seen stumbling along at the roadside, desperately trymg to escape the 
wrath of the pursuing parliamentarians. . . . 

Newburgh Priory. Cromwell's supposed tomb lies withID but the owners 
have always resolutely refused to have it examined. A ghost has been seen 
but it is unidentifiable. 

North Deighton Manor, near Knaresborough. This old.m~or house is 
haunted by a cavalier - last seen in 1974 - who threw his wife over. the . 
staircase to her death. Slow, dragging footsteps have been heard ID a 
corridor where an icy presence is often experienced. 

Thornton in Craven. The original house on the site of the present 
Manor House Hotel was destroyed by royalists in 1643. Guests who have 
slept in one of the bedrooms have reported sudden extremes of cold, 
perhaps attributable to the ghost of the lady of the manor, who was burnt 
to death when the royalists attacked. 

Oxfordshire 

Banbury. The maze of small rooms and conDecting passage~ inside t?e 
ancient Reindeer tavern have long been the haunt of 'a grim cavalier 
figure'. It is probable that he was one of the royalists tried in the Globe 
Room when Cromwell himself held trials here. 

Clifton Hampden. John Hampden, cousin of Cromwell, played a large 
role in the chain of events which led to the civil wars and the Plough was 
very much his local hostelry. There is a room named in his honour, in 
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which his puritan ghost is said to tread. · 
Faringdon. The headless ghost which walks by the north wall of ~he 

Church of All Saints is said to be Sir Robert Pye, the Cromwelliaµ, who 
besieged his own father's home, Faringdon House, when held \by .the 
royalists. · 

Oxford. St John's College is said to be haunted by Arc;hbishop Laud, 
who was beheaded in 1645. Some say he bowls his head across the library 
floor! 

Wallingford. It is said (though most improbably) that the ghost which 
haunts the George Hotel was a mistress of Charles I, who shut herself up in 
one of the rooms and cried herself to death when told of his execution. 

Woodstock Manor, Woodstock. Immortalised by Sir Walter Scott in his 
novel Woodstock, the house was demolished in 1715 but the site is marked 
by a stone bearing a plaque by the Great Bridge in Blenheim Park. Often 
used by Charles I, the supernatural pranks heard at this manor (and 
featured in Scott's novel) apparently really did frighten away the 
parliamentary commissioners in 1649. 

Somerset 

Chilton Cantelo. Theophilus Broome was a civil war veteran, whose 
skull has been preserved at Higher Chilton Farm for more than 300 years. 
One of his last requests when he died in 1670 was that his head be removed 
and placed in the farmhouse. Subsequently, whenever there have been 
attempts to inter the skull, Broome's ghost has shown his displeasure _by 
making life very difficult for the person wishing to bury it. 

Suffolk 

Seafield Bay. Sometimes at night the distant screams of witches can be 
heard, said to be the victims of Matthew Hopkins, the infamous 

. Witchfinder General. The loudest are said to be those of Elizabeth Clarke. 

Su"ey 
The Castle, 21 Thames Street, Sunbury on Thames. Now the Castle 

Restaurant, formerly the Castle House Inn, this building dates from 1640. 
One of the recent owners removed a door which led to the passageway 
because, despite being locked and barred every night, next morning it 
would be wide open. Just before the inn was sold, an estate agent examined 
the property one morning and 'came out of one room very scared by the 
horrible atmosphere.' The room in question was the 'soldiers' room', which 
had been the sleeping quarters of a troop of Cromwell's forces. It is now 
the 'Ladies', so any manifestations could prove rather embarrassing as well 
as frightening. 

Wa1Wickshire 

Edgehill battlefield. Within a year of the first battle of the civil wars, 
fought below this hilly ridge in 1642, a pamphlet was published describing 
the ghostly reappearance of the troops who fought and perished here. 
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Witnesses quoted included clergymen, a JP, and several army officers who 
had recognised some of the combatants. The story goes· that on the 
Christmas Eve following the battle, local people heard the sounds of far off 
drums, accompanied by groans and shouts and all the noises of battle. 
Suddenly, there appeared in the air battalions of soldiers with flags waving, 
drums beating and with the infantry discharging muskets and cannon. The 
phantom battle i~ said to have continued for tw? or thre~ ~ours un!il the 
royalists took flight, and soon after the aenal apparitions vanished. 
Witnesses hurried to Kineton and signed declarations of what they had 
seen, _with the result that many people from the area went to Edgehill on 
the following evening (Christmas Day) and there witnessed for themsel~es 
the same dreadful vision. A week later the spectral struggle was seen agam. 
Stories of this strange scene reached Charles I at Oxford, and he 
immediately dispatched Colonel Lewis Kirke, Captain Dudley, Captain 
Wainman and other officers .to enquire into the matter. This the worthy 
gentlemen did and, in fact, witnessed the phantom battle themselves - all 
this they testified under oath to the king. Periodically there are reports that 
the noise of battle is still heard at Edgehill on the anniversary of the 
struggle. 

West Midlands 

Dudley Castle. Thomas Leveson held the castle for the king in the civil 
wars, but eventually surrendered to Sir William Brereton after two fierce 
battles. The castle was then made untenable. Two elderly ghosts have been 
seen walking arm in arm up to the gatehouse and then disappearing. 
Numerous odd sounds of voices and the clash of steel have also been heard 
and occasionally a peculiar sudden gust of wind experienced. 

West Sussex 

Arundel Castle, Arundel. The ghost of a dandy from the days of Charles 
II, known as the 'Blue Man', has been seen at night examining old books in 
the library. He is dressed in blue silk and there he sits - but nobody knows 
what he is looking for or why he cannot find it. For good measure, the 
sounds of parliamentary cannons have been heard here from time to time, 
battering the ramparts as they did under the command of Sir William 
Waller. 

Sidlesham. Sir Robert Earnley was a royalist and one of the defenders 
of Cltlchester. On the day of the city's eventual surrender, Sir R~bert.and a 
cavalier escort fled to Sidlesham, hoping to escape to France with his two 
nephews. However, they were ambushed on the quayside opposite the 
Crab and Lobster inn, and Sir Robert died alongside his four companions 
fighting to the end. There his ghost walks, a tall, uniformed figure, a cloak 
about his shoulders, seen usually in the early morning. 

West Yorkshire 

Bolling Hall, Bradford. When the royalist commander, th~ Duk.e ?f 
Newcastle, recaptured this hall, he ordered all the parliamentarians w1tl11n 
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to be shot the following morning. Inexplicably he rescinded the order at 
daybreak, but it was later learned that during the night an apparition of a 
woman had appeared before him three times weeping 'pity poor Bradford'. 

Wiltshire 

All Cannings. 'A ghost with the sweetest of faces' is how Elizabeth 
Bynge, the Grey Lady of All Cannings Rectory, has been described. She 1s 
thought to ·be the wife of the Rev. Robert Bynge, the royalist rector who 
built the house in 1646. With her three sons, all under 6 years old, she was 
evicted from the rectory by parliament; but, if it is Elizabeth, her· ghost still 
lingers, passing along an upstairs corridor, visiting at least two of the 
bedrooms, and using the long removed spiral staircase to go, via the old 
kitchen, into the garden. 

Wardour Castle. Lady Blanche Arundel, with only 25 trained men, 
withstood a parliamentary siege of Old W ardour Castle for five long days 
in May 1643. Had it not been for tlie ladies in waiting and their maids 
constantly reloading muskets and keeping the men fed, the parliamentary 
army of 1300 troops could never have been kept so long at bay. Many of 
the women were injured, some killed, and the ghost of one still haunts this 
crumbling ruin. Some say it is Lady Blanche herself, walking at dusk 
towards the lake opposite the castle. 

West Lavington. Captain Henry Penruddock was a royalist, perhaps 
best remembered as a kinsman of the Colonel John Penruddock who led a 
short lived rebellion in Salisbury and the west country in 1655. Twelve 
years before, in 1643, Captain Henry fought at Roundway to the north of 
Devizes, after which he rode hard to West Lavington to take refuge at the 
house of the Beckett family. There he fell into a chair and was soundly 
asleep when parliamentary soldiers came searching. One of the troopers 
entered the room and shot Henry dead where he slept. His slumbering 
spectre still haunts the spot, though its appearances have grown less 
frequent since the house was rebuilt in 1903. 

CROMWELLIAN BRITAIN II 

Moray House, 174 Canongate, Edinburgh 

Edinburgh's royal mile is lined with a string of historic buildings, many 
of them dating from the early to mid seventeenth century and little altered 
since. The most interesting from a Cromwellian viewpoint is number 174, 
better known as Moray House, which stands on the south side of 
Canongate, not far from Holyrood Palace. The main house was built 
during _the 1620s by Maiy, Dowager Countess of Home, the eldest 
daughter of Edward, 9th Lord Dudley, and second wife and widow of 
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Alexander, 1st Earl Home. Her arms and monogram still adorn several 
p~rts of t.he house, including the pediments over the large, upper storey 
wmdows m the gable ends of the west wing. Mary survived her husband by 
~ quarter of a century and died in Aldersgate, London in May 1645. At or a 
little before her death, her Scottish property was divided between her two 
surviving children, her daughters Margaret and Anne, The Canongate 
house passed to Margaret, wife of James, 4th Earl of Moray. The house 
remained in the family for many generations and becanie known as Moray 
House. · . 

It was almost certainly here that Cromwell lodged on his two visits to 
the Scottish capital. Cromwell was in Edinburgh for a few days in early 
Octo~er 1648, the guest and uneasy ally of the new, pro-parliamentarian 
Scottish 9overnment ~f_the Earl of Argyll. He returned two years later in 
rather . di~ferent . fashion, as . Lord General of a large English army 
campaigmng agaIDSt the Scottish royalists. Cromwell swept into the town 
almo~t unoppose? in September, fo~lowing the great victory at Dunbar, 
and it be~ame his bas.e for over nme months. During the autumn, he 
sp~red with the. Scottish army around Stirling ;md oversaw operations 
agamst the r~yahst garrison, holding out in Edinburgh castle. Governor 
Dundas was mduced to surrender the fortress on Christmas Eve· and 
according to tradition, he dined that night with Cromwell at the Lord 
Ge~eral's lodgings, probably. Moray House. It was here, too, that Cromwell 
lay di fc;>r much of the ?penmg months of 1651, having taken fever when 
cau~ht m bad weather m early February. Intermittent but recurring bouts 
of sickness dogged Cromwell for the next four months and his own letters 
testify to the seriousness of the illness. 'I. am a poor creature, and have 
been a dry bone ... I thought I should have died of this fit of sickness but 
the Lor.d seemeth to dispose otherwise', he wrote in March. In late May, 
when his health at last recovered, he wrote, 'I shall not need to recite the 
extremity ofqiy late sic~ness: it was so violent that indeed my nature was 
µot able to bear the weight thereof. But the Lord was pleased to deliver 
me, beyon~ expectations, and to give me cause to say once more "He hath 
plucked me from the grave".' Cromwell left Edinburgh in late June and 
was soon pursuing the Scottish army into England. He never returned to 
Scotland. 

Although Cromwell did not mention the exact address of his lodgings in 
his Scottish correspondence, near contemporary references and strong 
tradition alike place him at Moray House. He would have been close to 
H<;>IYi:ood Palace, dam.aged by fire at this time, which was one of the 
pnnc1pal quarters of his troops. The house remained in the hands of the 
Moray fan¥1y and their descendants for a further two 'hundred years and in 
the.early eighteenth century some of the negotiations leading to the Act of 
U~1?n wer~ conducted here. In 1845 Moray House passed to the North 
Bntish Railway Company, who quickly sold it to the Free Church of 
Sc<;>tl.and. Following alteration and extension, it became a school and 
trammg college. It remains an educational institution and is not normally 
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open to the public. 
The current house comprises not only the Morays' early seventeenth 

century block, but also a number of later extensions - the plain southern 
wing was added in the eighteenth century and during the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries new buildings were erected on the east side. These 
buildings may have merely replaced earlier, demolished south and east 
wings, for a seventeenth century drawing suggests that the original house 
~as in the form of a complete quadrangle .of four wings enclosing a central 
courtyard. The chief survival from Cromwell's time, then, are the north and 
west wings (fronting the road), including the tall western gable with its 
upper storey balcony resting on huge corbels. Although many of the 
windows have been blocked or altered, the rubble stone and ashlar dressed 
frontage must retain much of its seventeenth century appearance. The 
original spiral staircase also survives, incorporated within a stair tower 
projecting from the west wall of the west wing. The adjoining chimney 
stacks are later replacements, though modelled upon now demolished 
seventeenth century originals. The rear (southern) gable of the west wing 
has also suffered some alterations, particularly the removal of its upper 
storey balcony. By the west wing a pair of massive gate piers topped by 
even more exaggerated obelisks give access to an entry close. West of this 
stands a porter's lodge, perhaps seventeenth century at heart though 
greatly altered in the nineteenth. In Cromwell's day extensive and much 
admired gardens and orchards lay south of the main building. Today, the 
grounds are covered by car parks and outbuildings, some of historic or 
architectural interest - particularly the largely original pavilion or summer 
house - others merely modern classrooms. 

Most of the interiors of Moray House are either entirely post 
seventeenth century or have been so altered as to be almost 
unrecognisable. The exceptions are the two large chambers in the upper 
storey of the west wing, perhaps the original drawing and dining rooms, 
which retain . something of their seventeenth century appearance. Both 
have vaulted and ornately plastered ceilings, dating from t~e original 
construction of the house in or around the 1620s. In the southern chamber, 
often called 'the Cromwell Room', the plasterwork features flowers, 
human faces, lions and other real and mythical beasts; the allegorical 
paintings on the wooden panelling are probably eighteenth century, and 
the white marble fireplace may also date from that period. The northern 
chamber or 'Balcony Room' has slightly grander plasterwork, including 
cherubs and naked figures. At the head of the adjoining stair tower, the 
newel post continues upwards as a wooden column supporting the saucer 
shaped, ribbed ceiling. Upon such ceilings Cromwell must have gazed in 
sickness and in health during the months he lodged at Moray House 
Edinburgh. ' 
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MILTON: 1660. 

The voice of one crying in every vein, 
unable to suppress his growing rage, 
groping ancestral caverns of the brain, 
gazing through darkness at the empty page. 

Without regeneration of the mind 
always the Cause would be frustrated: greed 
and self-interest would for·ever find 
the means to thwart even the noblest creed. 

Yet he would come to terms with their defeat, 
slowly accepting they had left the field. 
Although henceforth dissent would be discreet, 
like fallen Satan he would never yield. 

His epic verse would take a lofty stance, 
showing that what was lost could be regained. 
For Samson there would be a second chance 
and those he wished to reach would understand. 

Raymond Tong 

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, 
23 APRIL 1988 

in The Chapter House of Worcester Cathedral 

The Chairman, Mr Trewin Copplestone, opened proceedings by 
welcoming everyone to the meeting. He commented upon the way in which 
the decision to hold the AGM in different venues around the country had 
taken members to some very interesting locations. Apologies for absence 
were. noted and the Minutes of the previous AGM (available to all those 
present) were taken as read and signed by the Chairman. 

There was a single matter arising, the case of the Naseby link road. The 
Chairman indicated that the road scheme would apparently go ahead in 
accordance with the Inspectbr's Report. On behalf of the Association he 
had countersigned a letter from the Kettering Civic Society proposing that 
any artefacts found during the excavation of the road should be properly 
photographed and recorded. He said that he would also try to obtain a 
map of the route and make it available to Association m_embers. 
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Chainnan's Report 

The Chairman reported that three new members had been recruited 
onto the Council, that steps were underway to choose a new President of 
the Association - Professor Roots having indicated a desire to stand down -
and that although he, too, wished to stand down as Chairman, he felt that it 
would be unwise to change both senior officers of the Association at the 
same time. 

The Chairman praised the BBC's "Timewatch" on Cromwell, 
mentioned the Yorkshire Group's fine efforts to restore the Marston Moor 
Memorial and noted that the Association had agreed to donate £200 
towards the restoration of the tomb of Oliver Cromwell junior, the Lord 
Protector's last direct male descendant, at Cheshunt - an appeal for which 
was still open. 

The Chairman reported that sales of The Cromwellian Gazetteer 
continued to be slow and disappointing, that members had bought fewer 
copies than expected and that in consequence over 100 remained in stock. 
He again urged members to support this publication. 

The Chairman said that the 1988 edition of Cromwelliana was at proof 
stage and would be distributed within a few weeks. The editor, Dr Gaunt, 
spoke briefly on the subject, reporting that a new printer had been f??nd 
to undertake printing at a very competitive rate and that the 1988 ed1t10n, 
of 52 pages, should cost no more than £600; he also appealed to members 
for items, long or short, for future editions. In response to a later question, 
he confirmed that the 1988 print run was 500. 

The Chairman noted that the Cromwell Prize was going ahead on the 
usual lines in 1988, with competition open to students at the University of 
East Anglia. However, the Council felt that the competition should be 
widened in future years and planning was in progress to launch a 
competition open to students at all universities and polytechnics, as well as 
to Association members, with financially more attractive prizes. 

The Chairman noted that the Association's programme of erecting 
plaques at important sites and buildings seemed to have trailed off in 
recent years. The Council had discussed this and drawn up a short list of 
suitable new sites - The Cromwell House at Ely, Carobs., Hursley Church, 
Hants., Basing House, Hants, and the Sun Inn, Saf~ron ~alden, Es~e~ - at 
which plaques should be erected when money 1s available. Ind1v1dual 
appeals would be launched for this purpose as eac~ site was fin~lised and 
the Chairman also invited suggestions for further sites. He ment10ned that 
Anna Cromwell's tomb in the burial ground near Coram Fields, London, 
had recently been repaired by the local council. 

The Chairman spoke briefly about correspondence entered into with a 
Cromwell Society in the U.S.A., read a letter from Barry Denton, the 
Association's Publicity Officer, and asked for assistance from members not 
only in distributing the Association's publicity material in l?cal libraries ~ut 
also in reporting events, publications and anything of mterest to Miss 
Barnes for possible inclusion in the newsletters. He reported that a 
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television lecture on Cromwell by Dr John Morrill would be broadcast by 
the BBC in the autumn as part of a series on Great Britons and that Dr 
Morrill had provisionally agreed to address members at the Annual 
Service on 3 September. 

Yorkshire Group Report 

In a written communication, Mr Good, Chairman of the Yorkshire 
Group, expressed his profound regret at not being able to attend in person 
but indicated that he would be represented by Mr Donald Verity. 

Mr Verity reported on the progress of the restoration of the Marston 
Moor Memorial. It had been hoped to raise £2000 to invest, with the 
annual interest covering routine repairs to the Memorial, but an initial 
appeal had raised only £260 and the Council had declined to make a 
further general appeal. On a more positive note, work was in hand to 
improve the area around the Memorial, financed by Harrogate Cou~cil 
and by Yorkshire Group members themselves. Proposals by the Enghsh 
Civil War Society to erect a static information centre nearby having 
apparently come to nothing, the Yorkshire Group and Harrogate Council 
were co-operating on plans to make the Memorial a major and well sign
posted tourist attraction, with an information centre and a car park. The 
Association may be approached to cover part of the costs. . 

Mr Verity also spoke about the restored John Lambert Chapel m 
Kirkby Malham church and the refusal of the Bishop of Bradford to allow 
a replica of Lambert's standard, donated by the Yorkshire Group, to stand 
in the chapel. , 

The Chairman thanked Mr Verity for the report and praised the work 
of the Yorkshire group, particularly in reference to Marston Moor. He 
pointed out that the Council had refused to launch a general appeal 
towards the £2000 investment because it was felt that money raised in this 
way should be spent directly on current activities, not placed in an 
investment fund. 

Treasurer's Report 

Mr John Westmacott, the Treasurer, said that for the second year 
running he could report a modest but encouraging surplus of £178. 

The Treasurer noted that although sales of The Cromwellian Gazetteer 
were contributing to the Association's income, a large stock remained -
worth just over £1000 at cost price - and that this must be reduced through 
sales as quickly as possible. Sales of back copies of Cromwelliana were also 
boosting income. 

The Treasurer reported an improved income from subscriptions in 
1987, the first full year of the £10 annual rate and of a uniform renewal 
date. Through publicity of various sorts, 47 new members registered during 
1987. With only 13 old members not renewing, this represented a net 
increase of 34 members. Accordingly, income from subscriptions had risen 
by nearly £500. Donations, on the other hand, were a little down on the 
previous year's figures. 
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The major items of expenditure were Cromwel/iana and secretarial and 
postage costs. The cost of printing Cromwe/liana had crept up in recent 
years and stood at around £800 in 1987. The Treasurer was pleased to 
report that, by approaching a new printer, the costs of the 1988 edition 
(then at press) should be reduced by around 25%. Stationary and postage 
charges had risen, but, whilst every economy was sought, communication 
with and on behalf of members was an essential part of the Association's 
work. Similarly, amplification for the 3 September service was expensive 
but vital. 

The Treasurer outlined other customary expenses, including the 
accountant's fee and corporation tax, and mentioned expenditure likely 
during 1988, particularly the £200 already agreed to be donated for the 
restoration of the Cheshunt tomb - donations amounting to £89 had been 
received and further donations would be appreciated. 

The Treasurer commended the Gazetteer to menibers and pointed out 
that he had several copies with him. He also urged all members to help in 
publicising the Association via local meetings, libraries, friends and so 
forth. He closed by thanking members for their continued support and 
interest. 

The Chairman thanked Mr Westmacott. 
Several questions were taken at this point. In response to Mr L Bailey's 

questiqn about non-renewing members, the Treasurer indicated that 
members who did not renew their subscriptions received two letters, but 
that nevertheless for varying reasons a small number inevitably dropped 
out ea~h year. Replying to Mr R. Shirley's question about alternative 
outlets for the Gazetteer, the Chairman said that under the terms agreed 
with Alan Sutton the Association could sell copies to members only, and 
not to or via· normal retail outlets. Dr S. Roberts enquired whether the 
Association could obtain charity status and so avoid corporation tax; the 
Chairman confirmed that the whole issue had been examined and that, 
because of the paperwork involved, there would be no financial saving. 

The Treasurer's report was received. 

General Discussion 

There followed a fairly brief but wide-ranging discussion. The questions 
of charitable status, publicity material and an Association logo were all 
explored a little further. Various locations for future AGMs were 
mentioned, including Burford in Oxfordshire. Dr Batty spoke about his 
recent visit to Marston Moor and Mr Verity gave more details of work in 
hand there. Major Battock welcomed the news of the growing membership 
but felt that further recruitment was necessary. 

The business meeting closed at around noon and Dr Gaunt introduced 
Dr Stephen Roberts, who gave a paper on the significance of the Battle of 
Worcester in the career of Oliver Cromwell [a version of which appears in 
this edition]. The Chairman thanked Dr Roberts for his address. 

After lunch, many members climbed to the cathedral tower roof, from 
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which vantage point point Dr Roberts gave a brief tcilk on the layout of 
seventeenth-century Worcester and on the positions of parliamentary and 
royalist forces during the Battle of Worcester. Theiday·concluded with a 
visit to th'e Commandery to see the civil war exhibits and film there. · 

BOOK REVIEWS. 

Charles I and Oliver Cromwell by Maurice Ashley (Methuen, 1987, 
£U.95) 

On 7 June 1647 the King of England, Scotland arid Ireland and the 
Lieutenant General of the New Model Army met at a manor house near 
Ca~b~idge. Though they 111ay have seen each other briefly as children, and 
agam m January 1642 when the king attempted to arrest the five Members, 
and perhaps from afar on the battlefield, it was at Childerley in 1647 that 
the two men conversed for the first time. This meeting between Charles I 
and Oliver Cromwell forms the dramatic opening scene of Maurice 
Ashley's new study of the two, ~a study in contrasts and comparisons'. Dr 
Ashley proceeds to re-examine the two · great leaders of the mid 
seventeenth century, not in order to draw distinct and self-contained 
portraits of Charles I and Cromwell, but rather to highlight some of the 
differences and similarities in their careers and characters. To this end 
various facets of their lives ·are explored, from childhood and parentag~ 
through to the circumstances and manner of their deaths. On the way, he 
discusses the religious beliefs, private lives and characters of the two men 
and looks at their performance as soldiers and at the way they ran 
domestic and foreign policy during their periods as head of state. The 
penultimate chapter looks at their roles during the early 1640s and 
examines the motives which led them into war. The book closes with a brief 
bibliograppic guide_ to the principal works, primary arid secondary, on the 
two leaders and theu era. 

Charles and Oliver were for a time heads of state and of government, 
commanders in chief of large and active armies and 'leaders of their 
~espective ro~alist and parliamentary 'causes'. Accordingly, they almost 
m_vite co~panson: The problem, however, is that they held supremacy at 
slightly different times. Charles oversaw domestic and foreign policy and 
stru~led. to achieve a working rel~tionship with parliament during the 
openmg sixteen years or so of the reign, from 1625to 1641-2. Cromwell, in 
contrast, held power as Lord Protector for five and a half years during th<e 
1650s, serving under a written constitution which altered some of the tenets 
of government and facing a large number of problems at home and abroad 
with which 'the king had never had to deal. Even as soldiers, the tWo were 
not·exact contemporaries, for although both took part in the first civil war 
of 1642-46, Charles did so as commander in chief, Cromwell as· a rising 
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cavalry officer but never any more than a second in command. By the time 
Cromwell became Lord General, Charles had been dead for almost 
eighteen months; while the king had led his army backwards and forwards 
over England for almost four years, the bulk of Cromwell's command was 
taken up with invasion campaigns in Scotland and Ireland. Thus any direct 
comparisons between the two men in these areas are beset with difficulties 
and must be hedged with riders. Recognising the problems, Dr Ashley 
divides each of these 'chronological' issues into two chapters, one for 
Charles I and the second for Cromwell. Although the author struggles to 
maintain connections, the.se paired chapters tend to fall into two djscrete 
studies; although he reaches overall conclusions, seeing the Lord Protector 
as the clear victor in terms of soldiering and foreign policy and Charles and 
Cromwell as equally unsuccessful in handling parliaments, they tend to be 
a little forced and to beg further questions. 

Dr Ashley is on firmer ground when he explores the more personal 
aspects of the two men, their characters, private lives and religious beliefs, 
for here direct comparisons are more valid and illuminating. The author 
highlights the importance of their faith tO both men and argues that, 
despite differing views· on state religion, Charles and Cromwell shared a 
profound belief that they had been chosen by an all-powerful God to play 
out their appointed roles in this world and that on the battlefield and in 
government they were executing God's will. Dr Ashley argues that Charles 
as king and Cromwell as Lord Protector presided over restrained, moral 
courts, though he shows that both men enjoyed female company and other 
worldly pleasures. In terms of character, however, the contrast is stark: 
Ashley's Charles I is the reserved, self-controlled, sanguine monarch, 
fatally prone to irresolution, inconsistency and duplicity, Cromwell the 
emotional, sometimes almost hysterical leader, courageous, magnanimous, 
a worrier who reacted to changing circumstances. Dr Ashley also makes 
the telling point that, following a sickly childhood, Charles grew into a fit 
and reasonably strong adult who enjoyed almost perfect health; Cromwell, 
in contrast, was dogged by illness, particularly during the last years of his 
life when he held military and political command. This finely drawn study, 
hampered in places by an awkward overall structure but lucid and readable 
throughout, provides a colourful and stimulating picture of the two great 
leaders of civil war England. 

In The Civil Wars of England by John Kenyon (Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 
1988, £14.95) Professor Kenyon has synthesised old and new views of the 
mid seventeenth century to produce a wideranging account of the civil war 
era. He concentrates on. the years 1640-51, from the summoning of 
parliament· in the wake of the disastrous Scottish campaign to the 
conclusion of the wars at Worcester, though both the pre-1640 background 
and the post-war fortunes of the military are briefly outlined. Despite the 
title, the Irish and Scottish dimensions receive careful treatment; Wales 
fares less well. Professor Kenyon touches upon most aspects of these 
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troubled years, from the straight military history of campaigns and major 
en~a~ements. t? the wider. issues of maintaining the war effort, from ·the 
principal pohhcal events m London and Oxford to administration and 
finance. Above all, perhaps, there -are detailed accounts of well over a 
dozen battles, several illustrated with maps and plans. The text is also 
compl~mented by ?lack and white reproductions of contemporary 
por~raits. and drawmgs, plus modern · photographs of armour and 
f~rt!ficatto~s. Sources are not footnoted, but the book closes with a short 
b~bhographical essay and an appendix of 'dramatis personae', giving brief 
biographies of forty or so soldiers and politicians. · 
, !he resu!t is a w~~ written aod very readable book, a fast moving <Utd 

lucid n~rahv~ of mili~ary and political events during the 1640s, Professor 
Kenyc)D illummates several shadowy and often overlooked corners of civil· 
war England and engages in some fascinating speculation. Thus he argues 
that ~orthern England was not irredeemably lost ·at Marston Moor and 
that it. was the subsequent departure of Royalist leaders which led to the 
colla~se of mid and late 1644. He emphasises the previous m military 
exp~nence of ma.ny civil war leaders, brings into focus the role and power 
of Sir Thomas Farr fax, stresses the seriousness of the Second Civil War and 
highlights the positive side of Charles l's agreement with the Scots in 
1647-8. He argues that the king made a tactical error 'tantamount to 
suicide' in refusing to recognise the court in January 1649 for had he 
plead.ed ·~~t gujlty' he co_uld. ~~~e demanded weeks to prep~e his case, 
~lowmg tt~e for domestic divis10ns or foreign intervention to aid him. 
Fmally, Professor Kenyon traces the tensions of the post-war years created 
by the pres~nce o~ a large, expensive an? ofte~ poorly paid army and shows 
the care With which they were speedily paid off after the Restoration. 
Scattere~ ab~ut the.text are co!ourful and perceptive sketches ofprincipal 
protago~ist~,mcludmg ~ssex - a ~trange man ... [whose] career reads like 
a psychiatnc·case-study - the bibulous Goring, the dashing but flawed 
Rupert and many more. 

Inevitably, of course; in attempting to cover so much ground in barely· 
250 pages, depth tends to be sacrificed for breadth and several areas 
battles and political developments re~eive !ittle attenti~n. Inevitably, too, ~ 
number of fac~ual. er~ors and. dubious judgments have crept in - for 
example, scant JUShce 1s done to the defences of civil war Gloucester and 
seve~te~nth century · ~asing House, the king is wrongly credited with 
gamsoDIDg Plymouth m 1644, Edmund Ludlow's parliamentarians held 
out.for many months in Wardour, not Berkeley, Castle, and the suggestion 
that the system of the Major Generals of 1655-57 was a somewhat modest 
extension 'of an existing trend for garrison commanders to share in local 
administration. is highly ·dubious.· Moreover, many key que~tions - some 
pos~d ?Y Professo~ Kenyon in his brief introduction - abo~t the raising, 
eqmppmg and mamtenance ·of the armies and the administration which 
~ndei:pinned the royalist . and parliamentarian war 1efforts are largely 
ignored, for this is a synthesis of existing P~f Iications, not a 
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frontier-advancing investigation based upon new research. As several 
aspects of the civil wars have to date received little attention in published 
works, so this proficient summary of them likewise leaves many areas 
unexplored. Nonetheless, Professor Kenyon has succeeded admirably in 
condensing a wide range of material, in blending various stands into a 
single account which is at once manageable, instructive and very readable. 
As an attractive and reasonably priced narrative of a fascinating era, The 
Civil Wars-of England deserves and is assured a wide general readership. 

Peter Gaunt 

Stuarl England, edited by Blair Worden (Phaidon Press, 1987, £25.00), is 
a generously and imaginatively illustrated 'coffee-table book'. But it is 
much more than that. Dr Worden has got together an outstanding team of 
contributors whose writing skills and scholarship shine through a series of 
essays, chiefly narrative - the civil war by Austin Woolrych - but with some 
more analytical and descriptive pieces - such as 'Minds and Manners' by 
Graham Parry. The editor has reserved for himself 'Cromwellian England', 
extending his earlier work on the Commonwealth into the Protectorate and 
beyond to 1660, when the veterans of the Rump (the 
Commonwealthsmen), acting in the name of the Good Old Cause, helped 
to bring it down and opened the way for the not-so- inevitable Restoration. 
Dr Worden rightly brushes aside the outward appearance of the 1650s as a 
decade of sterility to discern the 'positive and consistent goals' pursued by 
Cromwell, even if, 'as any politician must', he changed his emphases and 
order of priorities. This judicious tone infuses most of the book, making it 
one to come back to as one's interest and knowledge of the century grow. 
Even at £25 this is a bargain. 

R.C. Richardson's The Debate on the English Revolution Revisited 
(Routledge, 1988, £7.95) is the second edition from another publisher 
(Methuen, 1977) of a historiographical survey which has already proved its 
worth as a key to unlocking the cabinet of interpretations of the 1640s and 
1650s. The 'English Revolution' is itself just one of these, a controversial 
one which Richardson seems prepared to maintain in spite of revisionist 
who claim to have cleared out such misleading notions. Actually, he gives 
them a decent showing in his record of debates across more than three 
centuries, debates which show 'absolutely no signs of dying down'. Indeed, 
the quantity and in many ways the quality of contributions seem to be 
increasing, with fresh questions and suggested answers going off in new 
directions, making deeper ruts in the old ones. This is not solely the work 
of young historians, many of them unmentioned in the first edition, but also 
of seniors like Christopher Hill. It is notable that there appears to have 
been since 1977 no biography of Oliver Cromwell worth mentioning 
(Pauline Gregg's biography having appeared too recently to be considered 
by Dr Richardson). 

There is a welcome second edition, too, of C.P. Hill's Who's Who in 
Stuarl Britain (Shepheard-Walwyn, 1988, £17.95), first published in 1965. It 
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provides admirably succinct biographies of a goodly company of Stuart 
men and women, from the sovereigns themselves to John Aubrey - whose 
own 'Brief Lives' are filled with quirky insights into the century of Thomas 
Hobbes, Ludowick Muggleton, Aphra Behn and William Walwyn. Oliver 
Cromwell gets seven pages (including a reproduction of a ~amuel Coop~r 
miniature), concluding that, though ?e may ?e,'the classic~ example m 
English history of the great opportunist', that is sca_rcely satisfactory' as a 
'final verdict'. Cromwell was, of course, too many-sided a character to be 
encapsulated in any single formula. . 

Our knowledge of the proceedings of ~arly modern .st~art parli~e~ts, 
still in spite of revisionist deprecations of mterest. a~d s1gnifican~, 1~ ?emg 
enhanced by the publication of journals and diaries kept for !fldlVldual 
sessions. The prime mover in this is the Yale Center for Parliamentary 
History. The parliament of 1628, the first in which Oliver Cromwell sat, has 
been tackled in six volumes, five for the Commons, one (as an 
afterthought) for the Lords. Other collections cover the Short Parliament 
and the early years of the Long, when Cromwell was making his first 
impact outside East Anglia. The latest contributions are .for ~n assembly, 
the Parliament of 1614 which met when Cromwell was m his teens, and 
another in 1625 when he was entering his formative years as a politician. 
Procee4ings in Parliament 1614, edited by .Maija Janssoi;i (American 
Philosophical Society, 1988, $40) deals with the notonous Add!ed 
Parliament which, as the substantial records confirm, was 'far from bemg 
[a] confused do-nothing assembly', but rather "?n.e which addressed 'thor.ny 
constitutional issues' and in particular anticipated the concern with 
procedures which would become so vital in the parliaments of later 
decades. A model of its kind - apart from an inadequate contents page -
this volume brings out the interest taken by Europeans in the English 
parliament, often ~eciprocated. by p~li~e!ltary co!1cern for Europ~an 
affairs. Dr Jansson is also co-editor with Wilham B. Bidwell of Proceedings 
in Parliament 1625 (Yale U.P., 1988, £60.00), another massive, meticulously 
edited tome, in the style and of the quality of the 1628 se.ries. This w~s 
Charles I's first parliament. Interrupted by the plague m London, it 
adjourned to Oxford, where ironically some twenty years later 'a mo~grel' 
royalist parliament met in Christ Church College ( appropnate.ly 
nick-named 'the House') during the civil war. It was the first of three rapid 
parliaments between 1625 and 1629 wh~se abrup~ dism~ssal.s were listed 
high by Clarendon among matters ~akmg for ~ifficulties m ~he .1640s, 
following an eleven year interval without parliaments. Publication of 
informative compilations like these brings out the atmosphere of 
Westminster and in their detail they test new and old views of the roles of 
early Stuart parliaments and their connections, if any, ~th the later 
upheavals. It is unfortunate that these volumes are ~o expensive. · . 

Charles I (Cambridge U.P., 1988, £4.95) by Chnstopher W. Damels and 
John Morrill inaugurates a new series of 'Cambridge Topics in History' (of 
which the two authors are also joint editors), aimed at A-level students but 
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of wider interest too. Drawing upon docupients ·and presenting clearly the 
controversies of recent research, they enable the reader,,promptedby 
appropriate questions, to get to grips with the complex personality. and 
policies of 'the royal martyr' - one possible .interpretation. Historians .have 
taken sides about him as freely and sometimes as fiercely as 
contemporaries did and they are likely to continue to do · so. TJ:.iis 
thoughtful and intelligent book offers guidelines to make the effort of 
coping with the problems worthwhile, but it is a pity that 'for reasons of 
space' the book breaks off at 1642. No judgment can be made on Charles I 
- any more than could be made in 1649 - without taking account of what he 
did and what was done to him and his kingdoms between 1642 and 164;9. A 
second volume is called for. No doubt Oliver Cromwell will appear in the 
index to that. 

Naseby Fight (Partizan Press, 1988, £2.95) is an attractively presented 
account and assessment of the decisive battle of the first civil-war. The 
author is Barry Denton, the Association's press officer, whose scholarship 
and perception equal his enthusiasm for the life and times of Oliver 
Cromwell. It has appeared at an appropriate time when there has been a 
gallant campaign to prevent a major road from being flung across the 
battle site. Sadly, at the time of this writing, that struggle appears to be lost. 
Naseby Fight will survive as evidence that in the twentieth as in the 
seventeenth century there were men and women aware of the duty of the 
present to serve as trustees of the past to posterity. Barry has also written a 
short consideration of th.e significance of the career of Captain William 
Thompson: Leveller, Revolutionary or Mutineer (Partizan Press, 1988, 
£2.50), whose last stand at Northampton in May 1649 is commonly taken to 
mark the end of armed Levellerism. Thompson's physical and political 
mobility are examined in the context of the rapid developments of the early 
days of the Commonwealth. The author's reminder that 'it is dangerous to 
categorise political groups along rigid lines' is always pertinent It is 
particularly so for the Interregnum. 

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the English had a reputation 
at home and abroad as 'an ungovernable people', prone to turn out in 
streets and fields 'in contempt of all authority'. Roger B. Manning's Village 
Revolts 1509-1640 (Oxford U.P., 1988, £35) offers plenty of confirmation of 
these views, but gets beneath national characteristics and temperament to 
explore the motivations for agrarian and enclosure riots, tenurial and rent 
disputes, and to set poaching in the social and economic circumstances 
which made it at once a necessity and a symbol. Different terrains, as other 
historians, too, are demonstrating, made for differ·ent manifestations of 
unrest. Oliver Cromwell was not unacquainted with the fens, which were 
'the scene of especially sharp conflicts in the early seventeenth century' in 
reaction to the most pushing of improving landlords, among them the 
crown itself. Demographic and economic changes, often stemming from 
outside the village communities they disturbed, had regional and national 
consequences which may have had - though it is unfashionable to say so -
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something to do with the mid-cenhiry crisis,· abrupt or inexorable, which 
cubiiliiated in the civil war and the rise of Oliver Cromwell. Cromwell's 
Protect6ral regime fated,' as the instructions. to the Major-Generals show, 
much the same problems of social control as its i:oy:U pred.e~essors. 

Persistent throughout seventeenth-century foreign policies and popular 
attitudes towards 'abroad' was a love-hate relationship with the Dutch. The 
United Provinces, loosely assumed to represent a fellow Protestant st~te, 

. were also trading rivals in Europe and beyond. The first war of the English 
republic was not against Spain but the Dutch, brought to a c:lose on 
moderate terms by Protector Cromwell, who is so often credited (or 
debited) with the economic and other policies which had brought it on. 
Pr:ofessor KH.D. Haley, who has an unrivalled grasp among Britis_h 
historians of things Dutch in the seventeenth century, has eX!enc;led his , 
range to include a stimulating illustrated survey of 'political and cult~~al 
relations through the ages' of The British and the Dutch (Geor~e Philip, 
1988, £16.95). He points out that the Dutch call~d the wa;s (w?ic~ began 
again in the reign of Charles . II), 'the English wars , a_ssigmng the 
responsibility for war quite as chauvinistically as the enemy did. Cr?rnwell 
is seen as favouring 'the closest possible union, short of amalgamation, for 
both commercial and religioqs ·reasons', in which he was far more 
enlightened than most of his contemporaries; not least his ?~ su.p.port~rs, 
who despised - or feared - the Dutch as 'slippery fellows mhabitmg the 
great bog of Europe', 'the indigested vomit of the sea'. Yet before the end 
of the century the English elite in the ~evolution of 1688-9 p_ut 'Dutch 
William' on the throne as 'our great deliverer'. Dutch and Bntish fought 
side by side against Louis XIV. On all this and more. Professor Haley is 
illuminating, particularly on the cultural contacts whi.ch have helt;>ed to 
make the 1988 commemoration ·of the so-called Glonous Revolution an 
international affair. 

Like tithes and the altar - 'name and thing' - the observance of the 
sabbath whether Saturday or Sunday, strict or relaxed, was~ major issue 
in religi~us life in early modern England. Traditionally, sabbatarianism has 
been taken as an innovation of late Elizabethan and early Stuart 
puritanis~: But Dr Kenneth L. Parker, interestingly enough a monk, has 
undertaken 'a study of doctrine and discipline from the Re.formation to the 
Civil War~ The English Sabbath (Cambridge U.P., 1988, £27.50),. wh!ch 
takes seriously the notion of the existence of a developed sabbatanan 
doctrine. ante-dating the Reformation, reinstatt?d i? the cons~ns_us. of. the 
late EliZa.bethan church, subscribed to by both Grmdal and Wh1tg1ft m a 
common episcopal concern. He discerns in the ~630s an ac~ive 
anti~sabbatarianism launched by a small group of Laud1ans, whose view 
remained ·a minority one even among Laudians themselves. That the 
contrary doctrine, then, was not a peculiarity of pur~tanism is well-attest~d 
by Dr Parker,'but in the 1640s and 1650s with puritans (more or less) m 
power, legislation, propaganda and pressure from, fo~ e.xample~ t~e 
Westminster Assembly, worked towards a fiercer sabbatar1an1sm, which is 
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closely investigated by another American scholar, Dr David S. Kati,· in 
Sabbath and Secterianism in Seventeenth-Century England (E.J. Brill, 
Leiden, 1988, $40). The contemporary literature is immense, but Dr· Katz 
seems to have missed nothing ·in pursuing the theme through Stuart 
England and colonial America. Thelnterregnum is central, a time when 'a 
disparate group of men [were] united only in their belief that the seventh 
day ought to be worshipped' as the Christian sabbath. They were optimisti~ 
enough to imagine a universal acceptance. But the Restoration dissipated 
that hope, though many, in spite of both persecution and the indifference 
of others, kept the recognition as part of their non-conformity. The survival 
of an urge to observe a strict sabbath oneself and to make others do so, 
too, is demonstrated again and again in the following centuries and lately 
by the failure of the present government to pass a Sunday trading hill 
through a parliament, most of whose membei:s must have been ignorant of 
the theology and history that underlay what they took· pragmatically as a 
political issue. · 

Thoughtful historians are bound to acknowledge the value for their 
enquiries of the 'imaginative' literature of any particular age. A poem like 
Andrew Marvell's An Horation Ode on Cromwell's Return from Ireland is a 
text to be evaluated. and appreciated as a poem, but it can also be a 
historical document, helping towards the understanding of the historical 
context in which it was produced. Michael Wilding's Dragon's Teeth 
(Oxford U.P., 1987, £25.00) is not, as its subtitle might suggest, a 
comprehensive survey of 'literature in the English Revolution', but a set of 
discrete essays upon certain major texts in prose and verse. The Ode is one; 
Paradise Lost and Hudibras are others, examined closely - even line by line 
- to establish interrelationships of the text and the times. The Ode, for 
example, is read in the light (admittedly broken) of the politics, civil and 
military, of the years 1647-50, with particular reference to Levellerism. This 
approach yields, it seems to me, rather more than the high-flown efforts of 
literary critics who, while claiming to depoliticise.the poem, turn out to be 
more than willing to make of Marvell a moderate royalist. The famous lines 
about Charles l's last appearance as a royal actor somehow become the 
key to resolving the undoubted (but somewhat inflated) ambiguities and 
ambivalences of the whole poem. Wilding's Marvell is an admirer of 
Cromwell as a force - perhaps the only force - capable of bringing order 
and stability to a state and society threatened by radicalism, notably that of 
the Levellers. It is a view worth considering, a veritable dragon's tooth 
sprung up into an armed man. 

Milton is prominent in Dr Wilding's book, which celebrates a consistent 
radicalism from Comus through to Paradise Lost. Although the 
'dislodgement of Milton' was avowedly accomplished 'with remarkably 
little fuss' half a century ago, he keeps climbing up again, encouraged by 
interdisciplinary historians and literary critics like Christopher Hill, 
Michael Wilding and Dr Marshall Grossman, whoseAuthorsto Themselves 
(Cambridge U.P., 1987, £25.00) contemplates, largely through Paradise·.· 
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Lost', 'Milto~ ai_id t~e Revelation of History'. The title quotes from part of 
God s descnphon 10 Book III of Adam and Eve, as. yet innocent in the 
Garden, as 'authors to themselves,/Both what they judge and what they 
choose'. It is the assertion that men and women - never overlook Eve - can 
make themselves, though within God's Providence and within 'the tensions 
of a particula! historical situation'. Dr Grossman's method is to study the 
great text agamst the background of the early modern period, during which 
- between R~naissance and Enlightenment - the individual struggled to the 
fore, reflectmg a new sense of self. Oddly, Cromwell, who might seem an 
appropriate point of reference, is not mentioned, nor is Marvell's Ode. 
Nevertheless, this sensitive and penetrating analysis of such a major text 
will repay study by historians as well as literary investigators. . 

1988 has seen not only the tercentenary of the Glorious Revolution but 
~so the 300th anniversary of the death of John Bunyan and the 400th of the 
birth _of Thomas Hob~es. All these anniversaries, and many others 
croppmg up almost daily, have produced a spate of publications, many 
ephemeral, some likely to endure. There are two important and contrasting 
studies of ·Hobbes' political theory, focussing on Leviathan, which 
app~a~ed in 1651 as an item in one of the fiercest paper-wars of a 
polemical age - the controversy over the Engagement imposed by the 
Cc?mmonwealth on every male over the age of 18. Every student knows, or 
thinks he/she knows, Hobbes's description of the state of man (in whom he 
subsumed woman) in nature. His argument that only a sovereigri absolutist 
state could prevent men lapsirig back into that awful condition was very apt 
for an ~~fective. de facto government replacing a defeated de jure one. But 
the political philosophy that underlay the book transcended the immediate 
situation in which Leviathan appeared and the self-exiled author slipped 
back home. Professor Jean Hampton, in reinterpreting it in Hobbes and the 
Social Contract Theory (Cambridge U.P., 1988, £30.00 cloth, £9.95 
paperback), calls into play the historical context and modern game and 
decision theory to test tlie cogency of his arguments for an essential 
absolute undivided sovereignty. The historical setting seems weaker to the 
hist~rian than the philosophy - Oliver Cromwell, after all, did not wage war 
agamst Ireland, Scotland and Holland during his Protectorship. But 
certainly, the author is concerned to stress that Hobbes's outlook evolved 
during a time of 'violent political turmoil' not only within the British Isles 
but across Europe generally, and surely Hobbes's view of human nature 
was not only of the English, but of Western Europeans at least. The 
sovereign is for the benefit of the people and Hobbes admits that his rule 
~ndur~s ~nly so long as it provides for their preservation, and the subtle 
mveshgatton made by Professor Hampton brings out a number of 
important contradictions - or lapses of attention - on Hobbes's part.· 
Neverthel.ess, she argues with well-directed vigour that the content of 
Hobbes's 'contractarian' argument hangs together, can help us with 
problems of modern political relationships and is not merely 'an exhibit in 
a museum of seventeenth-century beliefs'. 
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Another major study, again by an American female scholar, Dr 
Deborah Baumgold, under the simple title Hobbes's Political Theory 
(Cambridge U.P., 1988, £25.00), contends that the 'official' (that is, 
generally accepted) interpretation of the main thrust of Hobbes's 
approach as individualist is misdiretted. She argues that Hobbes's 
absolutist constitution would benefit 'ordinary subjects' by inhibiting the 
ambitions of individuals and groups - elites . - whi.ch would Qtherwise 
encourage divisions that could, and did, at length give way to civil war. This 
short, taut monograph - 135 pages of text, 70-odd of.notes and references -
generally advances a convincing amalgam of theory and, history, ·even 
though the author oddly believes that the Engagement was . Oliver 
Cromwell's fiat. Ask Sir Arthur Hesilrige about that! 

The Bunyan tercentenary has been commemorated with seminars and 
conferences, new editions of the Bedford man's works, several new studies 
and the foundation of a journal, Bunyan Studies (vol. 1, no. 1, autumn 1988, 
subscription £10). The appealing first issue contains an article on Thomas 
Traherne and non-conformity and a review of a seleciion of the writipgs by 
the Ranter, Abiezer Coppe. The most significant monograph on Bunyan 
published this year is by Christopher Hill, A Turbulent, Seditious and 
Factious People: John Bunyan and his Church (Clarendon, £19.50). It is not 
surprising that Professor Hill should be attracted by the ex-parliamentary 
soldier, suffering long imprisonment in the aftermath of the Restoration, 
whose works, aimed at a popular readership, ·are informed by his personal 
and the common experience of his exciting times, into a study as erudite, 
incisive and inquisitive as any of his books, Professor Hill puts the man and 
his products firmly into a social and political context suffused wjth religion. 
Of particular interest iS a chapter on popular culture, which he observes 
veering throughout the early modern period away from the ,higher, yet not 
entirely divorced from it. Thus Bunyan, while rejecting romances ··on 
ideological grounds', transmuted some of their archecypal them~s for use 
in his dissenting allegories. Sensitive to style, Professor Hill notes Bunyan's 
writings as conversational rather than self-consciously biblical, prone to the 
metaphors of everyday life which, of course, at that time was more than 
somewhat disturbed, · clear but passionate, socially realistic and 
compassion.ate. Thi.s remarkable book, vigorous and sharp in thought and·. 
observation, testifies to th~. view that literature and history intermingle 
inseparably. Bunyan is one of the keys to post-Restoration England, but his 
writings, particularly Pilgrim's Progress, have an appeal, too, .that is not 
confined in time or place or, indeed, in interpretation. 

.t 

Ivan Roots 
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Solution to the 'Mainly Cromwellian Crossword' 
of our last issue: 

Across: 1. Puritan 5. Marcher 9. Routs 10. Music 11. Iddo 12. Sty 13. 
Anna 17. Meeting 18. Near end 20. Nudging 22. Juniper 23. Acre 25. War 
26. Room 29. Issue 30. Pride 31 & 32. Newport Pagnell 

Down: 1. Parliamentarian 2. Roundhead 3. 'Tis 4. Noll 5. Marston 6. 
Ramp 7. Rosen 9. Richard Cromwell 14. Civil 15. Og 16. Gaunt 19. 
Explosive 21. Grasp it 22. J.C. 24. Resew 27. Hero 28. Rump 30. Pig 
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